I’m a fan
of positive
discrimination
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Governor
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Hello, fellow Progressives

I

welcome you to this maiden edition of our party’s official
journal, The Progressives. This journal is one of the many
innovations our party is bringing on board as we seek
to professionalise our publicity department as a critical
vehicle to drive the APC’s progressive ideology. These
innovative communication strategies are being done in
conjunction with the Progressives Governors Forum (PGF).
The Progressives will be published monthly and will be a
platform for engagement and information sharing for our
members across the country and in the diaspora. It will also
be a medium of information dissemination to all Nigerians
and the international community on the progressive strides
of our governments at the federal level and across the APCled states. Importantly, this effort will be geared towards
promoting our common identity as party members at our
various duty posts. It is our objective to use this journal
and our new weekly television programmes, named, The
Progressives TV Series, to mobilise our members towards
expressing the full definition of our shared characteristics
as members of the executive and legislative arms with
progressive worldview and pro-poor policy orientation.
We will be pushing forward our social democratic credentials
as a governing party, to showcase our commendable
achievements across the country and in all APC-led states.
The journal will espouse on the President Muhammadu
Buhari’s avowed commitment to eliminate corruption, grow
the economy, and provide all-round security.
In this maiden edition, our cover story, Two Tailors, Two Cities:
The Buhari Effect, examines the significant transformation
that is being engendered by the President Buhari’s policy
on promoting local production and consumption. The
various policies put in place to provide critical supports to
local producers across sectors are yielding verifiable positive

results with many Small and Medium Scale Enterprises
(MSME) reaping benefits of expanding markets and
improved environment for doing business. These policies
are creating wealth within the middle and lower classes and
creating jobs, with the youth leading the charge.
We interviewed the Minister of Transportation, Hon.
Rotimi Amaechi on the transformative rail transportation
development he is leading. Readers can get all the
details about the unprecedented railway projects. It is an
interesting read.
There is the Women in Politics section where we feature
the Deputy Governor of Ogun State, Engr. Noimat SalakoOyedele. Readers would be having an encounter with a
deeply intellectual Awori woman and her very engaging
perspectives on sundry issues.
We also bring you in close contact with some of our frontline
members of the National Assembly in our Legislative
Voyage section. You will be reading about their progressive
efforts towards delivering on our party’s manifesto and we
bring you up-close with their individual efforts as worthy
representatives of their various constituencies.
Kogi State features in our State Focus segment as we
provide a comprehensive report on the giant strides of
Governor Yahaya Bello administration. We feature the
Progressive Governors Forum (PGF) segment. There is an
update on the effort this administration is making to contain
the Coronavirus pandemic.
This maiden edition is a statement of our intent as we
look forward to further improvements on the content and
coverage of The Progressives journal. We invite you to enjoy
it.

Lanre Issa-Onilu
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FROM THE
NATIONAL CHAIRMAN

D

ear readers, I welcome you to the
maiden edition of ‘The Progressives’,
the official monthly journal of the
governing All Progressives Congress
(APC).
		
You may be wondering what is The
Progressives among the legion of journals and
magazines that dot
the Nigerian media
landscape?
Without much ado about nothing (apologies
to the bard of yore, Williams Shakespeare), THE
PROGRESSIVES is a monthly journal founded
exclusively to promote, showcase and project the
activities of our President, Muhammadu Buhari, of
your great political party, APC and governments at
the federal and state levels.
Aside the above, the monthly journal will also
update readers on the activities of the party in the
states where APC is not in government. This is to

engender a sense of inclusiveness among all the
supporters and members of the party.
THE PROGRESSIVES is out to drive the
ideology of the APC as a pro-people party that
is focused on reducing corruption to the barest
minimum, while also improving the economy
through collaboration with state, non state actors
and development partners across the globe
as well as secure the lives and property of the
citizens.
The monthly journal offers mouth-watering
and irresistible content that will make a reader
asks for more.
Dear readers, THE PROGRESSIVES is published
to promote our party’s ideals and highlight many
of the pro-people strides of the APC government.
It promises to be engaging, exciting,
compelling, detailed. We count on your support.
God bless you all. God bless Nigeria

Comrade Adams Oshiomhole CON
APC National Chairman

May-June 2020
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TWO TAILORS, TWO CITIES:

THE BUHARI EFFECT

From a previously battered economy, an eroded value system, widespread insecurity, inept
leadership and general malaise, EDEGBE ODEMWINGIE with additional reports from REMI
ADELOWO and HARUNA ABDULAHI, write on the indisputable strides of President Muhammadu
Buhari to chart a new course towards an enduring prosperity for all

T

wo tailors, two cities. Operating from
Falolu Street in the bustling Surulere
neigbourhood of Lagos State, Ivie Osula
established in 2015 the now popular
brand, DWL, an acronym for Dress
Wearhouse Lagos, which makes bespoke and
ready-to-wear, women blazers and dresses from
locally sourced fabrics and accessories. Also, tucked
inside the Garki ultra-modern market, in the
country’s capital, Abuja, Yusuf Adamu Abubakar
and his colleagues are churning out chic traditional
menswear which has become a signature work,
casual and event outfit for men - young and old.
An MBA holder, former banker and
professional photographer, Osula, in her early
30s, originally started off importing already made
dresses from China to sell to her colleagues and
friends.
“I received several requests for refitting,
complaints about the low quality of the dress
fabrics, coupled with the effects of the fluctuating
dollar-naira exchange rate on the business. Then,
one day, it struck me, why can’t I make these
dresses here? That was the best decision I made,”
she said.
The story is not too different for Yusuf, in his
May-June 2020

20s, and his colleagues. “Most people, particularly
men now prefer made in Nigeria outfits which they
wear to work, as casuals and other formal outings,
he says, adding, “We receive tonnes of orders which
we sometimes struggle to deliver on time.”
The businesses have resulted in over 30 direct
and indirect jobs for tailors, drycleaners, suppliers
and delivery services.
Osula and Yusuf represent the army of Nigerian
youth, who have tapped into the President
Muhammadu Buhari administration’s economic
recovery policies and are taking the lead as key
drivers of the administration’s efforts to ensure
homegrown development.
As Vice President, Prof. Yemi Osinbajo, rightly
noted during his 2019 visit to Ga’ate, Nasarawa
State, the story of Retson Tedheke, and the farm
he runs, is a testament that any hard-working
and patriotic Nigerian can take advantage of the
positive environment for business being put in
place by President Buhari. Many of our youth are
already refocusing their energies on productive
activities in line with the objectives of the
government.
Tedheke in 2017 relocated from the creeks
of Bayelsa State to Ga’ate in Nasarawa State. He

started a farm on a free 3-hectare land given to
him by the community. A farm he started with
N1.5 million, provided by a fast rising Fintech firm,
KIAKIA, run by another young Nigerian, Olajide
Abiola, with three hectares expanding to 3,000
hectares within two years, is currently worth about
N1 billion. Tedheke went on to establish a farmer’s
group/cooperative society in Ga’ate that currently
supports over 500 farmers and 400 workers.
That the agricultural drive of the current
administration is a huge success is obvious as the
facts on ground speak for itself. Just four years ago,
Nigeria was one of the biggest importers of rice.
Today, the country is literally self-sufficient in rice,
and has become Africa’s largest producer of the
stable food. For other crops, Nigeria is making giant
strides, resulting in the sector recording year-onyear growth in the nation’s Gross Domestic Product
(GDP).
It is on this premise that government’s decision
to temporarily close the country’s land borders
has been widely lauded and supported. While
our farmers are protected and the agricultural
and manufacturing sectors continue to grow, the
country is saving huge sums of money.
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Youths Changing Roles
Youth constitutes the largest percentage of
Nigeria’s population, which underscores the need
for their energies to be harnessed positively.
As a direct result of the administration’s
national reorientation drive, social interventions
and supports for the development of Small and
Medium Scale Enterprises (SMEs) have been
implemented to enhance the capacity of myriad
of youth to activate their entrepreneurship spirit.
The President Buhari-led APC administration
is opening up opportunities for Nigerians in
entrepreneurship, music, innovation, arts, sports,
academics, and a lot more. Nigeria now has an
army of refocused youth setting the pace -- locally
and internationally -- in their different endeavours.
In the political and democratic space,
Nigerian youth have been instrumental to
improving the integrity of elections. For
instance, the National Youth Service Corps
(NYSC) has continued to play an important
and commendable role in the elections and
voter education through deployment of its
members on compulsory primary assignment.
The country is gradually moving away from

 Osula and Yusuf
represent the army of
Nigerian youth driving
the administration’s
home grown economic
development efforts
the wasted 16 years of the Peoples Democratic
Party (PDP)’s rule and its ‘do or die’ politics, when
youths were mobilised, drugged and armed to
perpetrate violence and rig elections. Under the
President Buhari-led administration, many youth
have become drivers of socio-political change
through their demand for good governance.
Votes are beginning to count and the general
electioneering process becoming more credible.

The President Buhari-led APC administration
has kept faith with the Nigerian youth
particularly by opening up the political and
democratic space through signing into law of the
#NotTooYoungToRun bill -- a legislation that has
relaxed some of the stringent and discriminatory
provisions of the Constitution that limited youth
participation in election. This remains a landmark
achievement in Nigeria’s political development.

SOME PROJECTS TO COME UPSTREAM FROM 2020
47 ROAD PROJECTS scheduled
for completion in 2020/21,
including roads leading to ports

MAJOR BRIDGES including substantial work on
the Second Niger Bridge
LAGOS, KANO, MAIDUGURI
AND ENUGU international airports
to be commissioned in 2020

Completion of 13 HOUSING
ESTATES under the National
Housing Project Plan
Launching
of the LIVESTOCK
DEVELOPMENT
PROJECT GRAZING MODEL in
Gombe State where 200,000
hectares of land has been identi ed

Launching of an
AGRICULTURAL
RURAL MECHANISATION
SCHEME that will cover
700 LGs over a period of
three years

TRAINING OF 50,000
WORKERS to
complement the
country's 7,000
extension
workers

Commissioning of the LAGOS – IBADAN AND
ITAKPE-WARRI RAIL LINES in the rst half of 2020

Commencement of the
IBADAN–ABUJA AND
KANO–KADUNA RAIL LINES
also in the rst quarter;

FURTHER LIBERALISATION
OF THE POWER SECTOR to allow
businesses to generate and
sell power

Commencement of the construction
of the AKK GAS PIPELINE, OB3 GAS PIPELINE
and the expansion of the ESCRAVOS – LAGOS
PIPELINE in the rst quarter of 2020

Commencement
of the construction of
the MAMBILLA POWER
PROJECT by the rst
half of 2020

May-June 2020
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‘Black China, Africa’s First Super Power’
The US-based international weekly news
magazine, Newsweek in its January 15, 2020
special cover edition, described Nigeria as
the Black China and Africa’s first Super Power.
Economic development was a major election
promise the APC made to Nigerians. With the
country’s economic strides, it is evident that the
President Buhari-led administration is building a
globally competitive economy and consolidating
on Nigeria’s status as Africa’s biggest economy.
How did Nigeria recover and attain its
current lofty economic rank against the
backdrop of the battered and shell-shocked
economy inherited from the 16-year successive
governments of the Peoples Democratic
Party (PDP)? Deliberate homegrown reforms
undertaken by President Buhari’s administration
covering critical sectors of the economy to
ensure steady progress on the path to prosperity.
The report further listed what it termed “Secret
Weapons” that has spurred Nigeria’s economic
growth: A functioning Stock Exchange and Capital
Market; diversified export economy; booming
arts and entertainment industry, which is a source
of both export earnings and pride; a film and
television industry, or Nollywood, reckoned to be
the second or third largest in the world; an army of
entrepreneurs and start-ups creating a robust and
vibrant entrepreneurial ecosystem; a flourishing
democracy which has boosted investor confidence.
For evidence of the impact of the President
Buhari administration’s implementation of the
economic blueprint, look no further than the
staggering private sector and Foreign Direct
Investments (FDIs) in the country’s economic,
manufacturing, industrial and infrastructure sectors.
Nigeria is set to build the second-largest

hydroelectric plant in Africa after the federal
government recently settled a legal dispute
that was delaying the much-anticipated project.
President Buhari has made tackling the country’s
energy deficit a priority, pledging to rehabilitate
dilapidated power infrastructure and build new
ones, including the Mambilla facility in Taraba
State -- a complex of dams on the Donga River
which will produce 3,050 megawatts, equivalent
to a quarter of Nigeria’s current installed capacity.
A consortium, including China Energy
Engineering Corp. and Sinohydro Corp. Ltd will
build the Mambilla facility, which is forecast to
cost $4.8 billion, about $1 billion less than earlier
estimates.
In another feat, the country’s industrial and
manufacturing giant, Dangote Group, has started a
test-run of a $2 billion fertilizer plant that will make
Nigeria meet all its domestic demand. The plant,
constructed by Saipem of Italy and Tata Consulting
Engineers of India, will be the biggest in the world
with capacity for 3 million tons of fertilizer a year.
Notably, the fertilizer facility is in the same
location in the country’s commercial hub, Lagos,
where the Dangote Group, owned by Africa’s richest
man Aliko Dangote, is building a 650,000-barrels
per day crude refinery, also reputed to be one
of the world’s biggest on completion in 2021.
In the latest World Bank ranking, Nigeria
jumped 15 places in the institution’s Ease of Doing
Business global ratings. According to the Bretton
Wood institution, Nigeria is now ranked 131
globally on the Ease of Doing Business ranking,
moving up by 15 places from its previous 2019
spot and also named top 10 most improved
economy in the world, in terms of doing business.
Since the launch of the National Action Plan

on Ease of Doing Business, the President Buhari
administration has aggressively implemented
economic reforms and progressively reduced
the challenges faced by Small and Medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) when getting credit, paying taxes,
amongst others, by removing critical bottlenecks
and bureaucratic constraints to doing business in
Nigeria. According to industry reports, Nigerian
start-ups attracted $122million out of the $492
million in funding for African start-up sector in 2019.
In February, the Vice President Prof. Yemi
Osinbajo held a meeting with all federal agencies
playing one role or the other in the MSMEs
sector to review progress on President Buhari
administration’s efforts to support MSMEs. At the
meeting, the Bank of Industry (BoI) approved a
$20 million technology fund for young innovators,
the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) is offering a
N90 billion soft loan facility for small scale agric
enterprises, the National Agency for Food and
Drug Administration and Control (NAFDAC) is
now poised more than ever to register more
Nigerian firms venturing into the food and drugs
sub-sectors. Also, MSMEs clinics driven by the Vice
President have now reached 26 States and the FCT.
Nigeria entered bilateral agreements with
Russia at the recent Russia-Africa Summit,
to strengthen Nigeria-Russia multi-faceted
relations, particularly on completing abandoned
projects initiated by both countries, starting new
infrastructure projects and expanding trade and
investment, security and military cooperation.
As part of the government’s strategies to
reflate the economy and address the country’s
infrastructure deficit, there have been record
investments in road, rail and power. There is a major
road project going on in every state of the federation.

‘We produce what we eat’

In a gradual, steady and sustainable manner,
Nigeria is attaining food self sufficiency. And the
credit, unarguably, goes to President Buhari, whose
administration is transforming the agricultural
sector like no government in the country’s history.
A quick flash back to just six years ago, was
a country that depended on other countries to
feed itself. Nigeria imported almost every food
item, from rice, beans, plantain, sorghum, cotton,
ginger, maize, soybeans, to mention but a few.
But the narrative is changing for good.
The diversification of the economy, with
agriculture as its major fulcrum, is yielding results.
To kick start the agricultural revolution,
the Federal Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Development, on August 15, 2016,
launched
the
Agriculture
Promotions
Policy (APP), otherwise referred to as the
Green Alternative Policy, with a clear policy
direction to strengthen the agricultural sector.
The document was hailed by the international
community, the public and private sectors and
development partners, for its emphasis on
avoiding policy somersaults and building on
the earlier achievements under the Agricultural
Transformation Agenda (ATA), but with certain
May-June 2020

modifications to fill the identified gaps.
The Anchor
Borrowers Programme is
an intervention primarily aimed at speeding
up access of rural farmers to finance.
This entails provision of credit for financing the
production of rice, wheat, ginger, maize and
soybeans in Kebbi, Niger, Kaduna, Kano, Enugu,
Benue, Zamfara, Anambra and Kwara States.
Originally designed to meet national
requirements of paddy and milled rice, the
Central Bank of Nigeria-driven initiative has, in
the last four years, provided hundreds of billions
of naira for rice farming, cultivation and milling.
The results have been phenomenal. From
being a net importer of rice from Thailand
and other Asian countries, Nigeria is now
rated the highest producer of rice in Africa,
producing over seven million metric tonnes,
pushing Egypt to the second position.
In a move that many have described as
the “game-changer”, the President Buhari-led
government late last year, announced the closure
of the nation’s land borders with neighbouring
countries. The resultant effects of that policy, is
a significant spike in rice production across the
length and breadth of the country, opening of

hundreds of rice mills, indigenous manufacturing
firms sourcing their raw materials locally, boom in
poultry farming, and most significantly, Nigerians
now consuming locally made food items, thereby
boosting the income of hardworking farmers.
Sometimes in 2016, President Buhari
paid a state visit to the Kingdom of Morocco.
One major gain of that visit was a deal for the
supply of raw materials on concessionary terms
to boost local blending of fertiliser for smallholder
farmers. The first shipment from Morocco led to
the resuscitation of 11 blending plants which
produced about 1.3million tonnes of fertiliser,
creation of over 50,000 (direct) and 150,000
(indirect) jobs, with farmers also having timely
access to the product at an affordable price.
The massive contributions of agriculture
to overall GDP has been consistently captured
by the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) in
the last four years, churning out impressive
results that have surpassed expectations.
Going forward, President Muhammadu
Buhari’s unwavering commitment to ensuring
that Nigerians produce what we consume could
only achieve one goal: Nigeria becoming Africa’s
biggest food exporter in the nearest future.

COVER
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Nigeria’s Decade of Prosperity,
by President Buhari
President Buhari’s New Year Day 2020 letter to Nigerians
highlighted the key tasks his government would undertake
in 2020 and the new decade which he tagged “Nigerian
Decade of prosperity and promise for Nigeria and for Africa”.
He touched on infrastructure, electricity, security, elections
and other areas of national interest. According to the
President, Nigerians should look forward, as a nation, to the
2020s as the opportunity to build on the foundations we
have laid together on such areas as security, diversification
of our economy and taking on the curse of corruption.
Significantly, these were the pledges on which President
Buhari has been twice elected. They remain the framework
for a stable, sustainable and more prosperous future.

Nine Takeaways
Election: The president has dispelled rumours
of a third term stating, “I will be standing down
in 2023 and will not be available in any future
elections.” President Buhari re-echoed his
determination to help strengthen the electoral
process both in Nigeria and across the region.
Security: President Buhari stated that his primary
concern remains the security of the nation and
the safety of our citizens. To achieve this, the
Federal Government will continue to work with
local and international stakeholders to tackle
the root causes of violent extremism and the
networks that help finance organised terror.
The best training and modern weaponry for the
Armed Forces, as well as the use of all the human
and emerging technological resources, will be
made available to our security services to tackle
kidnapping, banditry and armed robbery.
“But as we are winning the war, we also
look to the challenge of winning the peace, the
reconstruction of lives, communities and markets.
The North East Development Commission
(NEDC), will work with local and international
stakeholders to help create a new beginning for
the North East.”
Economy: President Buhari stated that the
administration’s policies are designed to promote
genuine, balanced growth that delivers jobs and
rewards industry.
His words: “Our policies are working and
the results will continue to show themselves
more clearly by the day. Nigeria is the
most tremendous, can-do market, offering
extraordinary opportunities and returns. Investors
can look forward with confidence not only to
an increasing momentum of change but also to
specific incentives, including our new visa-onarrival policy.”
Infrastructure: President Buhari stressed the
point that the administration is making key
infrastructure investments to enhance our ease of
doing business.
“On transportation, we are making significant
progress on key roads such as the Second Niger
Bridge, Lagos – Ibadan Expressway and the
Abuja – Kano highway. 2020 will also see tangible
progress on the Lagos to Kano Rail line. Through
Executive Order 007, we are also using alternative
funding programmes in collaboration with private
sector partners to fix strategic roads such as the
Apapa-Oworonshoki Express way. Abuja and Port
Harcourt have new international airport terminals,
as will Kano and Lagos in 2020. When completed,
all these projects will positively impact business
operations in the country.”
Power: As restated by the President, power has
been a problem for a generation and there is need
to pick up the pace of progress. He announced
a new deal with Siemens, supported by the

German government after German Chancellor
Angela Merkel visited in Abuja, to invest in
new capacity for generation, transmission and
distribution.
“We have solutions to help separate parts
of the value chain to work better together.
In the past few months, we have engaged
extensively with stakeholders to develop a series
of comprehensive solutions to improve the
reliability and availability of electricity across
the country. These solutions include ensuring
fiscal sustainability for the sector, increasing both
government and private sector investments in the
power transmission and distribution segments,
improving payment transparency through the
deployment of smart meters and ensuring
regulatory actions maximise service delivery.”
Diversification: The President stated that
while we look to create new opportunities in
agriculture, manufacturing and other long

“We have solutions to help
separate parts of the value
chain to work better together.
In the past few months, we
have engaged extensively
with stakeholders to develop
a series of comprehensive
solutions to improve the
reliability and availability of
electricity across the country.
These solutions include
ensuring fiscal sustainability
for the sector, increasing both
government and private sector
investments in the power
transmission and distribution
segments, improving payment
transparency through the
deployment of smart meters
and ensuring regulatory
actions maximise service
delivery.”

neglected sectors, in 2020, we will also realise
increased value from oil and gas, delivering
a more competitive, attractive and profitable
industry, operating on commercial principles and
free from political interference.
“We were able to approve a fair framework
for the USD10 billion expansion of Nigeria
Liquefied Natural Gas, which will increase exports
by 35 percent, restore our position as a world
leader in the sector and create thousands of
jobs. The Amendment of the Deep Offshore Act
in October signaled our intention to create a
modern, forward-looking industry in Nigeria. I am
confident that in 2020 we will be able to present
a radical programme of reform for oil and gas that
will excite investors, improve governance and
strengthen protections for host communities and
the environment.”
Social investments: President Buhari has
promised to lay the enduring foundations for
taking a 100 million Nigerians out of mass poverty
over the next 10 years.
“I have met international partners such as
GAVI, the vaccine alliance, and the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation who support our social welfare
programmes... The new Ministry of Humanitarian
Affairs, Disaster Management and Social
Development will consolidate and build on the
social intervention schemes and will enhance
the checks and balances necessary for this set of
programmes to succeed for the long term.”
Executive-Legislature relations: President
Buhari celebrated Nigeria’s return to the JanuaryDecember budget cycle and paid tributes to the
9th National Assembly who worked uncommonly
long hours to make sure that the 2020 budget
scrutiny is both thorough and timely.
“The close harmony between the Executive
and Legislature is a sharp contrast to what we
have experienced in the recent past, when the
Senate kept the previous budget for seven months
without good reason just to score cheap political
points thereby disrupting the budgetary processes
and overall economic development plans.”
Anti-corruption: The President assured of the
administration’s unshakeable commitment to
tackle corruption.
“As we create an environment that allows
initiative, enterprise and hard work to thrive, it
is more important than ever to call out those
who find the rule of law an inconvenience, or
independent regulation an irritation. We are
doing our part here in Nigeria. We will continue
to press our partners abroad to help with the
supply side of corruption and have received some
encouragement. We expect more funds stolen
in the past to be returned to us and they will be
ploughed back into development with all due
transparency.”
May-June 2020
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Some on-going and completed projects

The Big Picture
Nigeria is at a juncture where isolated incidents
are too often used to weave conspiracy theories
to reach conclusions that fit individual ethnic,
religious, partisan and other biases connected with
social affiliations.
Fueled by idle and mischievous social media
addicts, a street fight between two persons who
happen to come from different backgrounds or
profess different religions very easily degenerates
into a call for inter-tribal or religious war.
A verdict reached by a judicial panel on the
strength (or weakness) of the evidence canvassed
before it by parties to a political (mostly electionrelated) dispute is very easily used to cast
aspersion on a national institution.
The misdemeanour of a lone security
operative in the course of surveillance duties in
a forest area or in a municipal area very easily
becomes the barometer by which the public
judges the performance of thousands of troops
deployed in numerous parts of the country to
maintain the peace and security of about 200
million people.
The net effects of the pervading air
orchestrated negativity is an impression of a
country where nothing good is happening.
However, once Nigerians start viewing
developments in their country from more
objective perspectives, they’ll soon realise that,
May-June 2020

“The misdemeanour of a
lone security operative in the
course of surveillance duties in
a forest area or in a municipal
area very easily becomes the
barometer by which the public
judges the performance of
thousands of troops deployed
in numerous pats of the
country to maintain the peace
and security of about 200
million people.”

under the leadership of President Buhari, Nigeria
has, over the past five years largely worked and is
better for the citizenry.
On top of these, in President Buhari, there
has never been a shortage of assurances and

genuine commitment to actions to deliver on the
assurances. Nigerians only need to form the habit
of seeing the bigger picture beyond immediate
mundane incidents to appreciate their present
fortunes – and future prospects.
Cumulatively, the strides achieved by
the President Buhari government points to a
purposeful leadership and vision of an undeterred
driver with an uncommon will to pilot Nigeria to
recovery and growth.
To conclude, the APC National Publicity
Secretary, Mallam Lanre Issa-Onilu wrote in
a November 2019 OP-ed titled “How Should
President Buhari Dance?”. In it he notes:
“Five years on, Nigeria is picking up surefootedly, rising from the malaise of years gone
by. Those years when fortunes were alter-ego
of opportunism rather than of any visible and
accountable ventures. The years when we were
marking progress by the number of those
who successfully game the system. When the
proponents of rent economy drew upward-looking
graphs, illustrated by the number of private jet
owners, the morning after billionaires, briefcase
whiz kids who trod the world in obscene gait.
They were the poster boys of our descent into
decadence, craftily trumped up as evidence of the
progress we were making as a nation. Today, we
know better.”
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Amaechi:
Building Efficient
Transportation
Network in
Nigeria

Railway is an integral component of the President Muhammadu Buhari-led administration’s masterplan for the transportation sector. The man saddled with the mandate to deliver on this goal is Rt. Hon.
Rotimi Chibuike Amaechi, the Hon. Minister of Transportation. In this interview with The Progressives
team, the minister speaks on the many successes and challenges of his ministry in the last five years.
What has the journey been like?
It’s not been easy; it’s been tasking. But I won’t
say it’s difficult. I would rather say it’s been
quite challenging and what we have been
doing in the last four years is finding how to
surmount these challenges. The first thing we
did on my assumption of office was to assess
what the ministry looks like and thereafter,
we engaged with the President, who gave a
specific mandate; a mandate many Nigerians
now called the ‘Railway Revolution.’ We also
did a critical assessment of the maritime sector
and also aviation, which was then under the
Ministry of Transportation. The President gave
us a specific mandate and the most important
mandate he gave is as much as possible, not
to rehabilitate, but to build new railway tracks.
And we had to, first and foremost, complete the
Kaduna to Abuja railway line which had reached
about 80% construction before we came in.
And the first challenge we had was that the
ministry could not conclude the conversations
they had with the ‘Daughters of Charity’. We had
to do that quickly, so that the alignments can
pass through there, and then completed the
construction, bought rolling stocks, locomotives
and coaches. And on the 26th of July 2016, we
commenced the movement of passengers and

“So while people are
screaming ticket racketeering,
people standing, they should
not forget that if we strictly
enforce the rules, nobody
would be allowed to stand.
That means at any point in
time, we cannot convey more
than 300 passengers per day”

cargoes between Kaduna and Abuja. When we
started, it was handling 300 passengers per day.
But after the traffic count, we had to buy rolling
stocks, which means spare parts, locomotives
and coaches that would convey 300 passengers
per day. Unfortunately, we ran into security crisis
on the Kaduna-Abuja road and 300 passengers
back then increased to 3700 passengers. When
you have equipment conveying 300 passengers
now taking 3000 passengers, you are sure to
face challenges. What was the solution? Some
people argued that the solution was introducing
online ticketing, but even with that, you can
only provide tickets for 300 passengers. So, what
happens to the remaining passengers that are
still outstanding? So while people are screaming
ticket racketeering, people standing, they should
not forget that if we strictly enforce the rules,
nobody would be allowed to stand. That means
at any point in time, we cannot convey more
than 300 passengers per day. What we now did
was to move the coaches and locomotives we
had in Lagos which we were using for inspection
and the one we had in Itakpe in Warri, which we
were also using for inspection and moved them
to Kaduna-Abuja route to increase the number
of passengers we can take in a day. Has a
solution been found to the problem? The answer
is No! It is no, because the total number of seats
May-June 2020
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the Customs and we hope that we can achieve
that, which would ensure that goods are cleared
in a day. We believe that once the Lagos to Kano
rail comes on stream, we would be able to move
30 million of cargo in a year. That way, the traffic
gridlock, if not totally eradicated, would reduce
drastically.

“After the completion of
the Kaduna to Abuja line,
we commenced work,
simultaneously on the Itakpe
to Warri line and that is usually
my response to my South
South brothers who accuse us
of not doing anything in the
zone in terms of railway”

available, still did not meet the requirement of
3700 passengers. So, we placed orders for more
locomotives and coaches. They have arrived the
country. It took sometime to clear at the port,
but they are out now and are being moved
to location. 10 coaches will be moved to the
Kaduna-Abuja route. When we say 10 coaches,
it means two locomotives and eight coaches.
If we succeed in doing that, we may be able to
service close to nearly 2000 passengers leaving
an outstanding 1,700 or 1,200. We would then
increase the number of times we ply that track
and that, I believe, may solve the problem. After
the completion of the Kaduna to Abuja line, we
commenced work, simultaneously on the Itakpe
to Warri line and that is usually my response to
my South South brothers who accuse us of not
doing anything in the zone in terms of railway.
The two communities on that route that is in
Kogi is Itakpe and Ajaokuta. We have 12 stations
on that route, with 10 stations in the South
South and the remaining two in Kogi. And now,
the President has awarded a fresh contract that
starts from Abuja, passing through Baro into
Lokoja and terminates at Itakpe on to Warri and
up to a new Seaport in Warri. The other project
we are constructing is the Lagos to Ibadan rail
line, which would be completed this year. We
are ready to commission Warri-Itakpe. We are
waiting for the President to give us a date so that
he can come to Warri to formally commission the
project. We are also working hard to award the
Port Harcourt to Maiduguri rail line and we are
already in conversation with the President on
how to raise the money to fund the project. At
the same time, we have awarded the contract for
the Lagos to Calabar rail line and right now, we
are looking for money to do that. In maritime, we
have restored orderliness at our sea ports. That
is what NPA, NIMASA and Shippers Council have
done. We are building the security infrastructure
in the water to ensure that the current insecurity
on the waterways stops. What we did was to
engage an Israeli firm, which is bringing in
equipment to protect our waterways and chase
away those criminals in collaboration with our
security agencies. Those to be deployed are
undergoing specialised training for the job.
The idea is to fight these criminals both on land
and in the water, so that you can see our waters
from Lagos up to Calabar. The National Single
Window is also being looked at between us and
May-June 2020

Can you tell us the role of the Chinese
government in all of these?
We are borrowing from the Chinese government.
The first loans were concessionary loans, but
the $5.3b for the Lagos to Kano rail line is both
concessionary and commercial. When the money
comes, we’ll commence construction both from
Kano to Kaduna and Ibadan to Ilorin and then
from Ilorin to Minna and Minna to Abuja. We are
working extremely hard to complete it before
we leave office.
The Baro Port in Niger State was
commissioned with fun fare. What is the
current state of that port?
Good question. Personally, and this is my belief
and not that of government. I believe those
River Ports don’t serve any purpose for now. Do
we even have enough goods to pass through
the sea ports? We have six sea ports (Ughelli,
Warri, Port Harcourt, Onne, Tin Can and Apapa)
and right now, we don’t have enough goods to
pass through them and we are now establishing
River Ports all over. All I can say for now is that
we are yet to concession Baro because we are
looking for those who would use it.
Then how come we are experiencing endless
congestion at our sea ports, particularly the
Lagos Ports?
The major challenge is roads, because even
when you are cleared, you can’t move out. But
as soon as we finish the Lagos to Ibadan railway
line, it becomes a lot easier. By then, you can
move your goods up to Ibadan on the standard
gauge. If we fix the narrow gauge, you can still
move on it. But most importantly is that you can
move up to Ibadan.
Can you provide more details on the Standard
Gauge line currently under construction?
There are 12 stations from Lagos to Ibadan,
just like from Itakpe to Warri. The first station
on the Lagos to Ibadan line is at Apapa, which
we’ve named after one of our leaders, Asiwaju
Bola Ahmed Tinubu. So, it’s going to be called
Bola Ahmed Tinubu Station. The one in Ebute
Meta, which appears to be the signpost of the
Lagos to Ibadan rail line would be named after
the late Mobolaji Johnson. The next station is
at Agege and that is named after Babatunde
Fashola. Then you have Agbado station, though
I can’t readily say who we’ll name it after. Then
you move to Kajola Station, which is named after
the Vice President (Prof. Yemi Osinbajo). After
Kajola is Papalanto Station. I can’t remember
who that place is named after. Then you move
to the Abeokuta Station named after Prof. Wole
Soyinka. After Abeokuta is the Olodo Station
and then Omi Adio, named after late SLA
Akintola and the major station in Ibadan named
after Obafemi Awolowo. We’ve not yet named
the stations from Itakpe to Warri. The plan, is
to name the station, which is quite big, after
Goodluck Jonathan. We are planning to name
one after the President, but until we construct
that station, we won’t tell you the names of the
ones we have. There are about three or four we
want to name in Abuja, one at Idu, Kubwa while
the other ones are small stations. After Kubwa,
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the next major station is at Rigachiku in Kaduna
and we are still looking at who to name it after.
We are planning that the major station in Kano
be named after Aminu Kano, though a lot of
people say that the airport has been named
after him.
Are there plans to involve the private sector
in the construction of these new railway
projects since lack of funds has been a major
challenge?
There is nowhere in the world that you have
huge private investments in the construction
of railway. Where they come in is in operation
and we are going to do that. And what really is
‘operation?’ They buy coaches and locomotives
and you give them access to the tracks, pay
the government for using the tracks and then
they run their business and collect money from
passengers. We are open to that conversation.
What exactly is the idea behind the
Transport University being sited in Daura,
Katsina State?
I’ve read so many things of what people are
saying about this project, which are not true.
Some are even saying that we would fund it
from the budget. It is not in the budget. It is
a donation from the Chinese company that is
building the railway and they are putting in
$50m which is about N18billion to build that
university.
Is the ongoing construction of the Kajola
Plant for the production of coaches and
locomotives also a donation from the
Chinese government?

“This idea is to enable our
engineers to learn how to
produce these things locally,
because we can’t continue
like this. We must change that
narrative. I’ve never seen a
country where most of the
huge roads construction are
handled by foreigners. China
did not become perfect in a
day, so Nigerians must also be
allowed to make mistakes and
grow over time and become
perfect.”

You can’t call that a donation; that’s another
investment by the Chinese company. Let
me give you the background to those two
projects. When I came in as the Minister for
Transportation, I made it clear that there must
be transfer of technology. And to transfer this
technology, you have to build a university
where Nigerians are trained to acquire the
technology. So, that is how the university
in Daura came to be. We awarded $500m
contract to the Chinese company to supply
us with locomotives, coaches and spares and
I said we would not just watch you dump
them on us and leave, you must also build a
factory that will produce part of that $500m
equipment in Nigeria. They came back to say
it is impossible to begin now to build wagons,
coaches and locomotives. And that they would
start first in assembling wagons, then expand
to assembling coaches and finally locomotives.
In five years, they are expected to start
manufacturing wagons, thereafter coaches and
much later locomotives. This idea is to enable
our engineers to learn how to produce these
things locally, because we can’t continue like
this. We must change that narrative. I’ve never
seen a country where most of the huge roads
construction are handled by foreigners. China
did not become perfect in a day. So Nigerians
must also be allowed to make mistakes and
grow over time and become perfect.
Can you take us through the challenges
the ministry faces in the discharge of its
mandate?
The biggest challenge we have is funding. We
simply don’t have enough money to execute our
projects and railway as you know, is extremely
capital-intensive. To take the rail from Lagos to
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Kano would cost about $8.9b.The railway from
Lagos to Calabar is about $11.1b. The railway
from Port Harcourt to Maiduguri, would cost
about $11b. But for the one that goes to Owerri
to Nnewi to Awka and then crosses to Abakaliki
and then moves on to Bauchi to Gombe and
Damaturu, it would cost about $12b to $14b.
And then you have to build a seaport. When
the country had money, we didn’t do all those
things and now that we don’t have the funds,
we are struggling to build them. But I must
say the President has been wonderful. What
I have seen is that he’s been doing his job in a
manner that encourages all of us to discharge
our responsibilities.
There is a vision you are seeing that a lot
of Nigerians are not seeing. You have a
picture of what Nigeria would look like in
the next 10 years in terms of railway, can
you share this vision with Nigerians?
In terms of railway, funding is key. We plan to
commence the Port Harcourt to Maiduguri
rail line, which would get to Bonny, where we
are planning to build a deep seaport. Then
around Port Harcourt, we plan to construct
a railway industrial park, which would create
spaces for investors in the rail sector and
create jobs. That rail would take you straight
to Maiduguri, but it branches off to Owerri,
Nnewi, Awka and then heads off to Abakaliki,
the capital of Ebonyi State. It then comes back
to Enugu and heads off to Makurdi, Lafia, Jos,
then goes to Bauchi, to Gombe and from
there, it’s either you head directly to Borno or
it branches off in Yobe.
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But how do you connect Yola and Taraba?

“When the country had money,
we didn’t do all those things
and now that we don’t have
the funds, we are struggling to
build them. But I must say the
President has been wonderful.
What I have seen is that he’s
been doing his job in a manner
that encourages all of us to
discharge our responsibilities.”

It’s a bit difficult. But the project that is far more
realisable is the Lagos to Kano rail line, which is
under construction. When it gets to Kano, there
is a new rail line we are trying to construct from
Kano to Maradi in the Niger Republic. That would
pass through Dutse in Jigawa State, Daura to
Katsina, to another town before it goes to Maradi.
That is for the Northern flank. In the South, there
is the Lagos to Calabar, which starts from Lagos to
Ore, gets to Benin, Agbor, Asaba and Onitsha, and
continues from Benin, to Warri, Ughelli, Sapele to
Bayelsa to Otueke to Port Harcourt, then to Aba,
to Uyo and finally to Calabar. That would cost
about $36b. If we succeed in putting all of these
projects in place, it would be difficult not to have
an efficient transportation network in Nigeria. The
movement of people and goods would also come
at a cheaper cost and the nation’s economy would
be the better for it.
As a leader in the APC and one of the shinning
lights in this government, where did you get
this passion from?
When people ask me this question, I always ask
‘didn’t you see the passion when I was governor?’
(General laughter)
...(cuts in) So, it’s in you?
It’s in me. I have that capacity to always deliver. I
welcome challenges, because I want to focus on it
and resolve it quickly. And I’m being paid for this.
So, if you are paying me salary, I must discharge my
responsibilities. Nobody remembers that I have
marital crisis occasionally. My wife complains that
I have abandoned her, that I’m always travelling to
Lagos. But I go to Lagos, because I must deliver.
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Lessons from Nigeria’s response to the
COVID-19 outbreak

 Boss Mustapha, Chairman, PTF

 Dr. Sani Aliyu, National Coordinator

 Dr. Osagie Ehanire, Minister of Health

igeria’s best practices and successes in
tackling the pandemic have recieved
global attention. Nigeria is achieving
this through its pandemic preparedness,
transparency, effective communication, and
lab testing.
While it is clear that no single country,
including the advanced nations, boasts
adequate capacity to respond at once to the
Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, and are all
working hard to scale up capacity to contain
the spread of COVID-19 and in the same vein
making efforts to find a cure for it, the President
Muhammadu Buhari-led APC government has
not been found wanting in protecting the lives
of all Nigerians.

temperature in the country and Africa at large.
The assumption was dismissed after the Italian
index case, who flew into Nigeria from Italy,
tested positive for the virus.
The confirmation of the first case of
Coronavirus in Nigeria led to many citizens
calling for the suspension of flights to and
from countries with high prevalence of the
disease. The federal government on March 13
eventually swung into action to ban flights to
and from 13 countries with high prevalence of
the disease following the confirmation of
eight cases of the virus, most of who travelled

Rise of the Scourge
Over four months after the outbreak of the
Coronavirus (COVID-19), a respiratory disease
in Wuhan, China, the world continues to be
rattled as numbers of infections escalate on a
daily basis with increased fatalities.
Globally, people infected with the novel
disease have exceeded three million while the
number of fatalities is well above 200,000. In
Nigeria, the most populous black nation in the
world, the virus is not showing any sign of
slowing down since February 27 when the
index case was recorded in Lagos State, the
commercial nerve centre of the country.
Prior to the outbreak of the disease in
Nigeria and Africa in general, the deadly virus
had been ravaging many developed countries
like China, where it started, the United States,
Italy, the United Kingdom and Spain. The late
outbreak of COVID-19 in Nigeria, however,
gave a fertile ground for the hypothesis of a
possible immunity aided by the high

“ The federal government on
March 13 eventually swung
into action to ban flights to
and from 13 countries with
high prevalence of the disease
following the confirmation of
eight cases of the virus, most
of who travelled from UK
and US. On March 21, Nigeria
suspended all international
flights as cases rose to 22.”

from UK and US. On March 21, Nigeria
suspended all international flights as cases
rose to 22.
Coronavirus is a respiratory disease which
has proved often fatal for persons with
underlying ailments. After the report of
Nigeria’s first index case (an unnamed Italian),
Nigeria has reported several confirmed cases.
Notably, President Buhari Vice President, Yemi
Osinbajo and the APC National Chairman,
Comrade Adams Oshiomhole, tested negative
following exposure to persons who had
contracted the Coronavirus. The Kaduna State
Governor, Mallam Nasir El-Rufai; Oyo State
Governor, Seyi Makinde and Bauchi State
Governor, Bala Muhammed tested positive for
the virus and recovered.
A 67-year old former Managing Director of
the Pipelines and Products Marketing
Company (PPMC), Suleiman Achimugu,
became the first COVID-19 death recorded in
Nigeria on March 22. He had returned from
the United Kingdom where he went for
treatment for an ailment. After Achimugu’s
death, a couple of Nigerians including the
president’s Chief of Staff, Mallam Abba Kyari,
have also died as a result of the killer virus.

N
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Presidential interventions
As cases of COVID-19 infections began to
increase exponentially, President Buhari set up
a 12-member Presidential Task Force for the
Control of COVID-19, which is chaired by the
Secretary to the Government of the
Federation, Boss Mustapha. Dr Sani Aliyu was
named its National Coordinator. Other
members are the Minister of Health, Dr Osagie
Ehanire, Director General of the NCDC, Dr
Chikwe Ihekweazu, among others.
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medical services, private individuals,
organisations and other relevant authorities in
our collective efforts to halt further spread of
the Coronavirus and provide palliatives to the
vulnerable to cushion the effect of the
lockdown.

 Dr. Chikwe Ihekweazum DG NCDC
On March 29, the President addressed the
nation on the country’s state-of-affairs on
COVID-19. In the address, he ordered a 14-day
total lockdown in Lagos State which had
become the epicenter of the disease in the
country; FCT, which had the second highest
number of cases and Ogun State, based on its
proximity to Lagos. The President
subsequently addressed the country on April
13 to extend the lockdown in the FCT, Lagos
and Ogun States by another two weeks; while
his third address was delivered on April 27, to
announce the gradual easing of lockdown
which started from May 4th. In all the
broadcasts, the President highlighted what his
government was doing to halt the spread of
the virus, gains recorded, stimulus package
and palliatives for the economically
vulnerable.
The rise in cases of COVID-19 paralysed
socio-economic activities in the country as the
federal and state governments issued
sit-at-home directives, with the exemption of
essential personnel and services. President
Buhari in a nationwide address on April 27
announced that easing of lockdown would
commence on May 4 to give room for gradual
reopening of the economy. With the easing of
the lockdown and the risk of new infections,
authorities have increased public health
sensitisation on social distancing, hygiene and
personal responsibility in stamping out the
scourge.
As the Federal Government responded to
the spread of COVID-19, it had to also react to
the economic crisis occasioned by the
economic hiatus caused by the pandemic. The
Nigerian economy which is largely driven by
petrodollars began to face the possibility of
sliding into another round of recession after
the crash in price of Brent in the global oil
market triggered in part by the global
lockdown. The development led to a
downward review of the 2020 Budget and
constitution of Economic Sustainability
Committee by President Buhari which is
headed by Vice President Yemi Osinbajo. The
committee was given the mandate to design
and respond to the impact of the COVID-19

 Lai Mohammed, Minister of Information
and Culture
pandemic and the crashing of oil prices in the
global market. The committee has been
meeting intermittently even as Nigerians
continue to wait for a positive turnaround of
the economy.
The various economic stabilisation policies
by the government and the establishment of
the Economic Sustainability Committee by the
President, is a clear demonstration of the
seriousness the Federal Government attaches
to the well-being of Nigerian workers in
particular, and Nigerians in general.
Indeed, a lot has been achieved by the
Presidential Task Force on COVID-19, Ministry
of Health, Ministry of Humanitarian Affairs and
Disaster Management, National Centre for
Disease Control (NCDC), state governments,
humanitarian services, development partners,

“President Buhari in a
nationwide address on
April 27 announced that
easing of lockdown would
commence on May 4 to give
room for gradual reopening
of the economy. With the
easing of the lockdown and
the risk of new infections,
authorities have increased
public health sensitisation
on social distancing, hygiene
and personal responsibility in
stamping out the scourge.”

Epidemic preparedness
In the aftermath of the Coronavirus (COVD-19)
pandemic, experts say tropical countries have
the advantage of having built capacity over
the years from managing frequent and smaller
outbreaks.
However, the Nigerian situation stands
out.
Despite reporting its first case of COVID-19
late February and having a population of over
190 million, Nigeria still has dramatically fewer
confirmed cases till date – a stark contrast to
the over 1 million cases reported in the US.
How did Nigeria achieve this? Preparation,
transparency and lab testing. Recall that
reporting the index case was done within 48
hours of the Italian’s arrival in Nigeria and
since then the Presidential Task Force (PTF)
and the Nigerian Centre for Disease Control
(NCDC) has been giving regular daily updates
and also revising its public health advisories.
The NCDC is at the forefront of the fight
against Coronavirus as it oversees testing, and
other technical interventions in arresting the
scourge. So far, the centre has accredited 17
Coronavirus molecular laboratories in its
network set up by some state governments
and the private sector. While the country’s
testing capacity and rate remains low, the
NCDC has already began stepping up its
testing capacity.
With proactive and budgetary support
from the President Buhari government, the
NCDC has been investing in epidemic
preparedness for the past three years and has
helped to set up Public Health Emergency
Operations Centres (PHEOCs) in 23 out of the
36 states inside Nigeria.
These PHEOCs help states to detect,
prevent, monitor and respond to infectious
disease emergencies. This is in addition to
Nigeria’s experience managing the Ebola
outbreak which also helped it to be better
prepared for COVID-19.
Weeks before the COVID-19 pandemic hit
Nigeria, this administration had started taking
practical steps in preparation for it. Emergency
operations centres were established in states
to serve as coordination platforms and
networked to a national incident coordination
centre. Many states are now better equipped
and prepared to coordinate within and across
their borders in combating the coronavirus.
From just about four testing laboratory
centres, NCDC has 15 testing centres as at
today with testing capacity increasing to over
3000 daily from just few hundreds at the
inception of the pandemic.
Nigeria’s best practices in tackling the
pandemic have received global attention. The
country has received commendations from
bodies like the World Health Organisation
(WHO), the European Union. The Presidents of
West African countries under the aegis of
ECOWAS Authority of Heads of State and
Government have appointed President
Muhammadu Buhari as Champion of the
COVID-19 response.
For now, while many countries (including
Nigeria) gradually ease lockdowns, scientists
from across the world, are working to better
understand SARS-CoV-2, the virus causing the
novel Coronavirus disease, COVID-19 and find
a cure.
May-June 2020
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SENATE

SENATOR AHMED IBRAHIM LAWAN

SENATOR OVIE OMO-AGEGE

SENATOR ALIYU SABI ABDULLAHI

Senator Ahmed Ibrahim Lawan is the President of the
Senate and represents Yobe North Senatorial District of
Yobe State. He became a senator in 2007. On June 11, 2019,
Senator Lawan was elected and sworn in as the President
of the 9th Senate and Chairman of the National Assembly
with 79 votes cast to beat his challenger with 28 votes.
Elected to the House of Representatives in 1999, at
different times, Lawan chaired the House Committees
on education and agriculture. As President of the Senate,
Lawan created intra-party and inter-party harmony
and instituted a convivial legistlative enironment. He
has initiated a number of ground breaking and bold
legislations. He has returned the country to JanuaryDecember budget cycle, among other bold steps.

Senator Ovie Omo-Agege emerged Deputy Senate
President following his emphatic election victory
on June 11, 2019. He represents Delta Central
Senatorial District in the 9th National Assembly.
He is a lawyer. On Thursday 28th November 2019,
the South-South caucus of the All Progressives
Congress (APC) chose the Deputy Senate President
as the leader of the party in the region. In 2018,
he vehemently opposed the planned reordering
of elections by the 8th Senate. Omo-Agege is the
sponsor of the popular Anti-sexual Harassment
Bill which received tremendous support among
Nigerians

Senator Abdullahi Sabi Aliyu is the Deputy Chief
Whip of the Senate. He represents Niger North
Senatorial District. His Legislative Interests include
Agriculture and Rural Development, Micro, Small
and Medium Enterprises, Development and Youth
Empowerment. In line with this, he focuses on
promoting good governance, agriculture for
national economic growth and reduction of
youth unemployment. He is the sponsor of the
popular Anti-hate Speech Bill. Although the Bill
has generated a widespread controversy, Senator
Abdullahi strongly holds the view that it remains
the only antidote that will address the growing
intolerance and hate-related violence in Nigeria.

SENATOR REMI TINUBU

SENATOR SANI MUSA

SENATOR DAHIRU AISHATU AHMED

Senator Oluremi Tinubu is serving her third term in
the Upper Chamber. She was first elected into the
Senate in 2011 on the plank of the Action Congress
of Nigeria (ACN). Again in 2015, she re-contested
and also won the seat for Lagos Central on the
platform of the APC, a feat she repeated at the last
2019 election. She currently serves as Chairman,
Senate Committee on Communications. Her
legislative work has been dedicated to youth
development, girl-child education, women
empowerment and inspiring young persons to
excellence. Senator Tinubu has been honoured
locally and internationally among which is the
national award of the Officer of the Order of the
Niger (OON).

Popularly known as 313, Senator Sani Musa is a first time
Senator representing the people of Niger East Senatorial
District. He is a member of the Senate Appropriations
Committee whose contributions on the floor of the Senate
and at committee level has been stellar. With at least seven
bills to his credit including the much talked about Social
Media Bill which has generated controversy in the country,
Senator Sani Musa has been at the forefront of advocating
for his people especially with the recent wave of bandit
attacks in his home state. Other bills to his credit include the
Teaching Hospital Development Tax Fund Bill, North Central
Development Commission Bill, Federal Medical Centre
Kuta, Niger State Bill, Nigerian Civil Defence Academy
Pandogari Bill, Rape and Insurgency Victims Stigmatization
(prohibition) Bill and Federal Orthopedic Hospital Kuta Bill.

Senator Dahiru Aishatu Ahmed popularly known
as Binani, is the Senator representing Adamawa
Central Senatorial District in the Senate. She is the
only female Senator from the North to be elected
into the 9th Senate. She was a member of the 7th
National Assembly where she represented Yola
North, Yola South and Girei Federal Constituency of
Adamawa State, between 2011 and 2015 and was
Ex-Chairman, House Committee on Constituency
Outreach. Her legislative focus is to help develop
local healthcare services, ICT facilities for schools,
measures for local farmers and strategies to fight
against crime. She describes herself as a mother,
entrepreneur, dream chaser, politician and
advocate for good governance.
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

RT. HON. FEMI GBAJABIAMILA

RT. HON. AHMED IDRIS WASE

HON. NKEIRUKA ONYEJEOCHA

Rt. Hon. Femi Gbajabiamila is the Speaker of the House
of Representatives. He represents Surulere 1 Federal
Constituency. A lawyer and loyal party man who
before the 9th House was the Majority Leader, Rt. Hon.
Gbajabiamila is noted for his legislative advocacy for
the independence of the Legislature. In the 6th and
7th Assembly of the House of Representatives, he
presented the highest number of Bills, including the
well-received Bill seeking Interest-Free Student Loan
for Nigerians. Notably, under Rt. Hon. Gbajabiamila
leadership, the 9th House collaborated with their
counterparts in the Senate and the executive to return
Nigeria to the normal January-December budget cycle.

Rt. Hon. Ahmed Idris Wase is the Deputy Speaker
of the House of Representatives. He is a fourth
term federal lawmaker representing Wase Federal
Constituency of Plateau State. A former House
Deputy Leader, Rt. Hon. Wase aims to achieve
portable drinking water, road construction,
good governance and sound education for his
constituents. His legislative Interests are listed
as water, works, education and appropriation.
Significantly, Rt. Hon. Wase is Chairman of the
House Constitutional Review Committee until May
2023.

Hon. Nkeiruka Onyejeocha is a fourth-term federal
lawmaker representing Isuikwato/Umunneochi
Federal Constituency of Abia State. She declared her
interest in the speakership of the current 9th House of
Representatives but dropped her ambition to support
the Party’s choice. Hon. Onyejeocha is currently the
House Deputy Chief Whip. She has combined her
law making activities with efficient representation of
her people. Hon. Onyejeocha has since her election
into the House of Representatives attracted over
15 developmental projects to her constituency.
Her legislative interests include: medical outreach,
environment advocacy/action, education and
empowerment.

HON. ZAINAB GIMBA

HON. BENJAMIN KALU

HON. ADEWUNMI ORIYOMI ONANUGA

Hon. Zainab Gimba is the Chairperson of the
Commonwealth Women Parliamentarian (CWP)
African region. She is representing the Bama/
Ngala/Kalabalge Federal Constituency of Borno
State. She has sponsored and supported bills and
motions seeking to check the proliferation of small
arms, which is fuelling the Boko Haram insurgency
and also led legislative advocacy to address the
plight of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs) in the
North East.

Hon. Benjamin Kalu is a first term legislator
representing Bende Federal Constituency of Abia
State in the 9th House of Representatives. He
currently serves as Chairman, House Committee
on Media and Public Affairs. In terms of legislative
interventions, he ranks high, having sponsored over
18 bills. He moved the motion for the investigation
of the Niger Delta Development Commission
(NDDC) over extra-budgetary spending and
another on the state of Apapa Port and Tin Can
Island Port. Although unsuccessful, he sponsored
a motion for the evacuation and quarantine of
Nigerians stranded in China following the breakout
and spread of the Coronavirus.

Hon. Adewunmi Oriyomi Onanuga popularly
known as Ijaya, is a member of the House of
Representatives representing Ikenne/Shagamu/
Remo North Federal Constituency of Ogun State.
She aims to make a positive impact on the well
being of one and all by advocating the inculcation
of habits, lifestyles and promulgations that would
exhibit a sustainable and healthy environment,
advocate the embracing of our cultural heritage,
encourage the recognition and support for the
participation of professional women in politics
and an increase in human capital development.
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LAWAN-GBAJABIAMILA CONCOURSE:
An Assembly for Nigerians

I

n comparison with the immediate-past 8th
National Assembly where the general interest
of Nigerians was sidelined for selfish political
and personal interests, the 9th National
Assembly has charted a new, patriotic and
progressive course as series of events have shown.
From the outset, the Senate President, Dr.
Ahmad Ibrahim Lawan and the Speaker, House of
Representatives, Mr. Femi Gbajabiamila in their
respective legislative agenda for the 9th National
Assembly, stated their intent to work in concert
with other arms of government, particularly the
Executive to achieve the country’s long-awaited
development in different facets.
And how will this be achieved? Reform
and rebuild the Legislature in way that ensures
proper synergy and a more harmonious working
relationship with other arms of government, the
Senate President and Speaker chorused in their
respective inaugural addresses.
Lawan: “We will work with and collaborate
with other arms of government to reclaim our
country and restore our values. We will dream big,
aim high and take bold initiatives. To this end, I
will work with my colleagues to build actionable
consensus around a robust legislative agenda that
serves the best interest of majority of our people.
“We will focus on improving the institutional
capacity and capabilities of the Senate for
effective performance of its constitutional and
political duties in the most cost effective and
service enhancing manner. Issues such as bill
and motion progression and tracking, enhanced
internal operations and funding of committees,
an open and ICT enabled Senate will be on our
front burner.
“We are going to work collaboratively with
the executive arm of government to strengthen
May-June 2020

our planning and budget linkage that ensures
effective service delivery and fulfilment of
essential government obligations to the citizens,
while taking care of the perennial delays in
our annual appropriation bill passage and
implementation.
“We will embark upon a sustained pursuit of
national ethical renewal, through legislative and
political support for the fight against corruption
and other major security challenges that Nigeria
faces today, namely; rural and highway banditry;
inter-ethnic conflicts; herdsmen and farmer
conflicts, cattle rustling; kidnapping and all other
forms of criminality in the country.
“We have a plan to make Nigeria an economic
growth hub and the most sought after business
destination in Africa. This is to be achieved
through legislative and policy coordination with
the Executive Arm of Government to put in place
the necessary reforms and legal instruments that
promote the diversification and investment in the
critical (real and service) sectors of the Nigerian
economy.”
On his part, Gbajabiamila stated: “Nigerians
are truly desirous of good governance and
are looking to us to be the agents that will
through meaningful legislation combat security,
poverty, corruption and other problems and
contradictions that have held our country back
and stunted our development.”
According to the Speaker, “It is this message
of unity and coming together that informed the
theme of our campaign…NATION BUILDING, A
JOINT TASK. We have decided to carry this theme
into the operations of the 9th Assembly.
“As you can see, the logo, which embodies
all parties represented in the House, will be
displayed permanently behind the Speaker’s

chair for all to see and as a constant reminder of
what this Assembly is all about. We must remain
one nation bound in freedom, peace and unity.
Our vision is very simple, and that is to use the
legislative platform and the instrumentality of the
law to make Nigeria a better and more perfect
union.
“There comes a time in the life and history
of a people when they interrogate the past and
present, review past sacrifices, miscalculations
and errors and collectively decide to opt for
change, peace and progress. We are at such a
moment in this country. Hon Colleagues of the
9th Assembly, this is our time, this is our moment
and history beckons.
“The 9th Assembly under my leadership is
going to be a House of reforms or if you like a
reform Assembly. The reforms will be dished out
piecemeal and at intervals so as not to shock
the system. Moving forward therefore my dear
colleagues, it will not be business as usual and we
will be shaking the table just a little.
“We will be introducing various reforms that
will reposition this institution, but please rest
assured that they will be for the greater good. On
our shoulders lie the responsibility of working
together as a House to safeguard the future of
our great country. The House must be reformed
before the country can be reformed. We simply
cannot and must not fail.”

Nigeria Returns to January
-December Budget Cycle

The early passage of the 2020 Budget by the
9th National Assembly and subsequent assent
by President Muhammadu Buhari has returned
Nigeria to the normal January to December
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Budget submissions and passages by National Assembly since 1999 to date
NEW YEAR
BUDGET YEAR

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

2000

Nov 24, 1999

2001

Nov 9, 2000

2002

Nov 7, 2001

2003

Nov 20, 2002

Mar 28, 2002
Mar 11, 2003

2020 budget was the
earliest since 1999 to be
passed by National Assembly
and assent by the President

into
the new year
3 months
months into
3 the new year

Feb 21, 2006

2

months into
the new year

Feb 3, 2009

2

months into
the new year

Mar 27, 2008

Nov 23, 2009

into
the new year
3 months

into
the new year
3 months

Mar 25, 2010

into
the new year
3 months

Mar 15, 2012

4

Dec 15, 2010

2011
2012

Dec 13, 2011
Oct 10, 2012

2011
MayMay
25,25,
2011

2015

Dec 17, 2014

2016

Dec 22, 2015

2017

Dec 14, 2016

into
the new year
4 months
months into
4 the new year

Apr 11, 2014

Dec 19, 2013

Apr 28, 2015
Mar 23, 2016

3

months into
the new year
May 11, 2017
May 16, 2018

Nov 7, 2017
Dec 19, 2018
Oct 8, 2019

into
the new year
5 months

months into
the new year

Dec 20, 2012

2014

2019

2001, 2006, 2013 and 2020
were the years budget was
passed before the year end
by National Assembly
since 1999

into
the new year
4 months

Apr 20, 2004

Decr 22, 2007

Dec 2, 2008

2018

into
the new year
4 months

Dec, 2001

Nov 8, 2007

2010

MAY

Apr 14, 2000

Dec 6, 2005

2009

2020

APRIL

MARCH

Mar 18, 2005

Oct 6, 2006

2008

2013

FEBRUARY

Oct 12, 2004

2006
2007

JANUARY

Dec 18, 2003

2004
2005

DECEMBER

Apr 30, 2019

4

into
the new year
5 months
months into
5 the new year

months into
the new year

Dec 5, 2019

budget cycle -- a solid milestone by the APC
administration.
This is also testament that the executive and
legislature now enjoy a new dawn of healthy,
cordial relations and cooperation which will
ultimately translate to better governance for the
benefit of Nigerians.
Clearly, both chambers of the National
Assembly - Senate and House of Representatives,
placed National Interest before any other interest
in promptly considering and passing the budget a clear departure from the 8th National Assembly
which used filibustering, political manipulation
and other devious practices in a failed attempt to
sabotage the APC government.
President Muhammadu Buhari showed
leadership in the prompt submission of the
2020 budget proposals and his clear directive to
heads of Ministries, Departments and Agencies
to suspend international travels to defend their
respective budgets and provide the required
cooperation to the National Assembly in order to
ensure timely passage of the 2020 budget.
Nigerians will be the ultimate beneficiaries
of the early budget passage as it will guarantee
full implementation of many of the economic,
infrastructural, social investments and other
developmental programmes contained in the
budget and which will directly and positively
impact on the people.
Again, the early budget passage will allow
for proper and better planning for both the
government and the private sector. The entire
financial architecture of our country would benefit
from this. These include project financing, contract
execution timeline, project implementation and
performance monitoring. It will make public
procurement predictable, business climate stable,
and give confidence to investors.

and House of Representatives were recently
constituted and inaugurated with the Deputy
Senate President, Senator Ovie Omo-Agege and
the House Deputy Speaker, Rt. Hon. Ahmed Idris
Wase as co-chairs.
The greater need to improve democratic
governance or adjust to the ever changing
political, economic and social realities has
made it necessary for our nation to embark on
this journey again, the Deputy Senate President
stated during the inauguration on 12th
February 2020.
“These changing times have brought new
challenges and today in our country, we are
faced with increased insecurity, slow economic
growth, rising poverty, and a poor political
culture, amongst others. These challenges that
will define the way Nigerians will live in the 21st
century have continued to agitate the minds of
our people. It is against this background that
the need for constitutional reforms has once
again become necessary.” He stated.
The task before the Constitution Review
Committees would be to find a consensus

through compromise in order to meet the everchanging needs of the people, institutions and
varying interests.
In carrying out the Constitution Review,
the Deputy Senate President disclosed that
the Committee will among others: Consider
the alteration of the Sixth schedule to make
provision for new items, the establishment
of National and State Houses of Assembly,
Pre-election Matters Tribunal, Governorship
Pre-election Matters Tribunals and Presidential
Pre-election Matters Tribunal, including time
limits for the disposal of all pre-election
matters before the conduct of the general
elections. We will also consider the need for
devolution of power, full Local Government
fiscal autonomy, full autonomy of the judiciary
in the area of administration of justice, youth
inclusiveness in governance, gender parity or
affirmative action.
In addition, the committee will
consider the recommendations of the 2014
Constitutional Conference and The Governor
Nasir el-Rufai-led Committee on restructuring.

Tasks Before the Constitution Review
Committees
The Constitution Review Committees of both
chambers of the National Assembly -- Senate
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HISTORICAL LANE

Presidential Election since 1979
Number of Parties that participated in Presidential Elections since 1979
73

21
5

6

20

18

18

14
Key

2

APC won
PDP won

1979

1983

1993

1999

2003

2007

2011

T

he first set of political parties in Nigeria
was formed in 1959, shortly before
Nigeria gained her independence from
Britain. The three political parties include
the National Council of Nigeria and the
Cameroons (NCNC). This party was led by Nnamdi
Azikiwe. The second political party was the
Northern Peoples Congress (NPC) and it was led by
Ahmadu Bello. The third one was the Action Group
and it was led by Obafemi Awolowo.
During the 1959 elections, no single party
won the majority. The NPC then combined with
the NCNC to form the national government. This
brought Abubakar Tafawa Balewa in as Prime Minister
and Nnamdi Azikiwe as the Governor-General on
independence in 1960. Nnamdi Azikiwe became the
president of Nigeria in 1963 after Nigeria became a
republic.
The NCNC then joined with a faction of the Action
Group. This group was led by Obafemi Awolowo
and they formed a new political party named United
Progressive Grand Alliance (UPGA). The NPC on the
other hand joined with the remaining faction of the
AG led by Akintola to form yet another political party,
the Nigerian National Democratic Party (NNDP).
In 1978, Shehu Shagari was a founding member of
the National Party of Nigeria (NPN). He was thereafter
chosen by the party as the presidential candidate.
General Olusegun Obasanjo handed over power to
Shehu Shagari on October 1, 1979, thereby becoming
Nigeria’s first democratically-elected President. He recontested in 1983 after his first term and also won.
Elections held in 1993 between Social Democratic
Party (SDP) and National Republican Convention
(NRC). Moshood Abiola of the SDP won the election
which was later annulled by the military junta of
General Ibrahim Babangida.
May-June 2020

“The APC presented former
military Head of State,
Muhammadu Buhari, as
presidential flag bearer after he
defeated Rabiu Musa Kwankwaso
and Atiku Abubakar in the
primaries.”

2015

2019

NPN won
SDP won

Nigeria finally returned to civilian rule after
another six years of military rule and Olusegun
Obasanjo came to power under the Peoples
Democratic Party on May 29, 1999. He handed over
to the late Umaru Musa Yar’Adua of the same political
party after defeating the opposition the Action
Congress (AC) and Congress for Progressive Change
(CPC).
However, Umaru Musa Yar’ Adua could not
complete his first term in office. His vice, Goodluck
Jonathan, took over in 2010 and was again swornin a second time in 2011 after winning the general
election.
In preparation for the 2015 election, the
Action Congress of Nigeria (ACN), the Congress for
Progressive Change (CPC), All Nigeria Peoples Party
(ANPP) formed an alliance and they were joined by a
faction of the APGA. They named their newly formed
political party as All Progressives Congress (APC).
The APC presented the former military Head
of State, Muhammadu Buhari, as presidential flag
bearer after he defeated Rabiu Musa Kwankwaso
and Atiku Abubakar in the primaries.
The exodus of many members from the PDP to
other political parties, especially the APC, led to the
shake-up in the stronghold of the then ruling party,
the PDP. Some aggrieved PDP governors formed a
faction of the political party and called it the nPDP.
The nPDP were made up of seven state governors;
five of them later defected to the newly formed APC.
Muhammadu Buhari of the APC defeated
the Goodluck Jonathan of the PDP at the polls
and was sworn in as President on May 29, 2015.
Following Buhari’s reelection in 2019 for a second
term, the APC is presently the governing party,
while the PDP is the main opposition party.
Nigeria has 18 registered political parties.
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APC: The Journey So Far
By Haruna Abdullahi

W

hen the All Progressives Congress
(APC) was formed in February 6,
2013 to challenge for political
power at the national and
subnational strata, a lot of people,
most especially, some top guns of the then ruling
party, the Peoples Democratic Party (PDP), never
gave it a chance to survive, let alone win future
elections. They mocked and derided the party and
those who laboured to birth it.
In fact, the derision was so high that an aide
to then President Goodluck Jonathan on Public
Communications, Dr Doyin Okupe, reportedly
declared openly that if the APC should survive a
year after its formation, Nigerians should call him
a bastard. Aside Okupe, there were also those in
the then ruling Peoples Democratic Party (PDP)
who reportedly worked behind the scenes to
truncate the chances of the APC which came
into being following the merger of some legacy
parties.
Contrary to Okupe’s pessimistic declaration
then, the APC did not only survive a year after its
founding, it challenged for power in 2015, and like
a volcanic eruption, displaced the behemoth that
PDP was from power, took over the Presidency
(the first time an incumbent President would lose
to an opposition candidate!) in an historic manner,
got a couple of things right in terms of charting
a paradigm shift for governance and leadership
path for the country and in 2019, the party was
reelected overwhelmingly back to power with
new miles and territories conquered across the
entire political landscape of the country.

It could be recalled that the APC, a product
of four legacy parties (ACN, CPC, ANPP, a faction
of APGA and nPDP), was founded specifically to
wrestle power from the hitherto dominant PDP
back then in 2015. The rest, as they say, is history.
Going by the history of failure of past political
mergers, especially in the First and Second
Republics, it won’t be out of place to say that
the merger that metamorphosed into the APC is
arguably the most successful in the country till
day.
Well, while it is not yet Uhuru in terms of
the anticipated organic growth and inclusive
development especially based on the thematic
tripod upon which the social contract of the APC
with Nigerians is anchored-economy, security
and corruption fight -as there is no finality to
the issues of governance so long the country
continues to exist, it is pertinent to say that the
APC-led government has redefined what peoplecentric leadership is all about, stabilised the
foundation of the country, erected some bricks
and has continually built on it to the dismay of
naysayers.
Shortly after the party came into power in
2015, the nation’s economy became paralysed
as a result of pernicious economic recession
occasioned by persistent contractions in the
country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). With
painstaking efforts, clear headedness, sound
economic policies, blockage of hitherto financial
leakages, the country exited the recession in a
record time. Today, going by available micro and
macroeconomic indices, things are moving up,
though there are few setbacks here and there, as
expected.

Courtesy of the APC-led administration of
President Muhammadu Buhari, there has been
massive injection of funds into infrastructural
development across board which is the bedrock
upon which the much needed economic
diversification is anchored on. From the railway
system meandering the south and north divides
of the country, to the uplift in some of the
country’s international airports, to massive road
construction and rehabilitation in addition to
the Second Niger Bridge (nearing completion),
which is the main gateway to the eastern part of
the country, the stories are indicative of the APC’s
commitment to rebuilding the country, almost
from scratch. New dry ports have come into being
to complement the overstretched Lagos Port, etc.
The Social Investment Policy (SIP) of the APCled government formerly domiciled in the Office
of the Vice President but now submerged in the
newly created Federal Ministry of Humanitarian
Affairs and Social Development, remains the first
of its kind in the annals of history of the country. At
the last count, it has lifted hundreds of thousands
of Nigerians out of the realm of poverty. In its Next
Level target, the party has promised to lift many
more poor Nigerians out of poverty through the
instrumentality of the SIPs.
The N-Power programme, Tradermoni and
Marketmoni to support Small and Medium
Enterprises (SMEs), the National School Feeding
Programme which has been empirically verified to
be a catalyst for the upsurge in school enrolment,
Conditional Cash Transfer (to vulnerable
Nigerians),
among others, were welfarist
policies conceptualised and implemented (still
implementing) by the APC to bring a pragmatic

PAST AND PRESENT APC CHAIRMEN

APC Flag

Chief Adebisi Akande
Interim Chairman
2013-14

John Odigie Oyegun
Chairman
2014-18

APC Flag

Adams Oshiomhole
Chairman
2018 to date

TIMELINE

5 serving Governors from
the governing PDP defected
to the APC, as well as 49 legislators.

APC was formed through a merger
of three biggest opposition parties,
ACN, CPC and ANPP

FEB 2013

NOV 2013

JULY 2013

APC candidate Muhammadu Buhari
won the presidential election by almost
2.6 million votes margin

DEC 2014

MAR 2015

APC was admitted as a
consultative member into the
Socialist International

The party received
approval from INEC

Incumbent APC candidate
Muhammadu Buhari won the
presidential election with
15,191,847 votes

CURRENT STAND OF APC RULING PARTY

SENATE SEATS

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

53.96%
APC

46.04%
OTHERS

HOUSE SEATS
45
OTHERS

65
APC

TOTAL
109

MAR 2019

170
OTHERS

190
APC

TOTAL
360

GOVERNORS
20 16
APC OTHERS
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 Then APC candidate President Muhammadu Buhari at one of the 2019 campaign rallies
change it promised the people when it first
launched itself into the nation’s consciousness
over five years ago.
The APC promised to fight corruption to
a standstill in 2015; five years after, it has not
deviated from the commitment one bit. The
ICPC and EFCC have been strengthened and
repositioned to fight economic and financial
crimes both in the private and public sectors
without fear or favour. In the process, a lot of
monies formerly looted have been returned
to the coffers of the country with several top
profile persons in jail regardless of their political
affiliation or even relationship with the APC
itself. The Whistleblower policy of the APCled government has contributed immensely
to fighting corruption. It is a statement of fact
that the conduct of government business has
been more transparent and accountable under
the APC-led government. To further enhance
accountability and transparency in public
finances, the APC-led FG recently opened what
is called financial transparency web portal or
open treasury portal. The portal affords Nigerians
to monitor how government spends public
resources. Again, this is first of its kind in the
history of the country.
Before the ascension of the APC to power
in 2015, the dreaded Boko Haram terrorists had
practically excised the northeast part of the
country as their caliphate to the extent that
there were palpable fears that the insurgents
might overrun the entire country eventually
if not checkmated urgently. Today, the story
has changed, though the insurgency is still
sparingly on with the murderous group carrying
out rare bomb attacks on soft targets. Also, the
entire northeast is being rebuilt. A commission
established by the APC-led FG, Northeast
Development Commission (NEDC) is saddled
with the responsibility of rebuilding the region
in collaboration with other relevant government
and nongovernment actors.
Courtesy of the APC-led government’s pragmatic
efforts to maintain internal security and keep
the country together in spite of the divisive
tendencies of some disgruntled elements, the
perennial farmer-herder crisis especially in the
May-June 2020

Middlebelt zone has fizzled out; rural banditry
in areas like Zamfara and Katsina States has
been curtailed to a significant extent; the threat
of secession by the Indigenous Peoples of
Biafra (IPOB) which triggered some occasional
disturbances in the southeast of the country, was
quickly nipped in the bud. Efforts are also being
intensified to scale down the spate of kidnapping
and other violent crimes in the country.
More importantly, the business climate in
the country is looking bright especially with the
Executive Order on the Ease of Doing Business
signed by President Buhari. The FOREX market
is a bit stable unlike the sinusoidal fluctuations
it used to experience in the past. The Visaon-arrival policy for Africans is also meant
to encourage inflow of investments into the
country just as activities in the private sector are
now picking up after the paralysis caused by the
recession that almost brought the country on its
knees. Agriculture is now being given a pride of
place and is now a major source of revenue for
the country aside the oil sector. The country from
available statistics is nearing self-sufficiency in
local rice production due to border closure and
massive investment in the rice sector.
But for the timely intervention of the APC-led
Federal Government through its Budget Support
Facility called Bailout Funds, some states of the
federation would probably have gone bankrupt
now over their inability to pay workers’ salaries. In
spite of the economic challenges in the country,
the party has also successfully increased the
National Minimum Wage to N30,000 after so many
years of being stalled at N18,000. Some states
of the federation, especially those led by the
APC, like Kaduna and Lagos States, have started
implementing the new national minimum wage.
It may seem intangible but it’s important to put
it on record that there have been less politically
motivated killings in the country since the APC
took over the reins of power in 2015 unlike what it
used to be in the past when the PDP held sway as
the Lord of the Manor through its do or die politics.
Under the watchful eyes of the APC, Nigeria has also
regained its prominence within the international
community. Today, a Nigerian, Dr Akinwunmi
Adesina, is the President of the influential African

Development Bank (AfDB). The bank played a
significant role in helping the country navigate
itself out of recession back in 2016 through 2017.
Another Nigerian, Amina Mohammed, a former
Minister of Environment in the first term cabinet of
President Buhari, is the Deputy Secretary General
of the United Nations. It is the first time a Nigerian
will be in such an enviable position. Again, another
Nigerian, Professor Tijjani Bade, is the current
President of the United Nations General Assembly,
to mention but a few.
There are challenges ahead in the business of
nation building. The APC is battle ready, not with
standing some transient contradictions within
its ranks, to frontally confront the challenges and
help the country actualise its manifest destiny.
The APC-led FG, going by its renewed vigour, is
determined to fix the perennial power crisis in
the country. Already, the Mambilla Power project
is beginning to receive serious consideration
and attention from the FG. New universities are
being established to increase access to tertiary
education.
There are new roads to be constructed and old
ones to be rehabilitated; the rail transport system
has to be expanded to accommodate more places
that are yet to be connected to the trans-country
rail network. The APC-led FG has to renew its
determined fight against insecurity in the country
as well as sustain the battle against corruption.
There is need to do more in the food sufficiency
programme of the APC-led government just
as the party policies being implemented by its
elected leaders across board continue to scale up
activities that will improve the business climate in
the country.
Clearly, the APC may have only led the country
for five years, the difference between it and its
predecessor in power in terms of measurable
performance is as crystal clear as the difference
between day and night. All that said, the party
does not have to rest on its oars so that it will
continue to be the darling of Nigerians as the
party of choice and preference.
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I’m now a fan
of positive
discrimination
- Ogun Deputy Governor

She describes herself as an ‘accidental politician,’ but in the last
eight months following her emergence as the Deputy Governor
of Ogun State, Engr. Noimat Salako-Oyedele, is learning fast the
nuances of politics and public service . She talks about these
and more in this interview with REMI ADELOWO

You are the Deputy Governor of Ogun State,
but not much is known about your politics. Can
you give us an insight?
I’m what people call an accidental politician. I’ve
been a technocrat, an engineer, and I practice my
profession. Along the way, I developed a passion
for politics. Perhaps, it is not necessarily being an
active politician. However, I’ve always been very
passionate about causes that are important to my
people in Aworiland, to people of Ogun State and
to women. Late 2018 when the primaries were
going on and candidates were looking for suitable
deputy governorship candidates, the opportunity
arose for me to be the deputy governorship
candidate of APC. So, I put my name in the hat,
believing that I can do this. There were six people
that aspired for the position and we also made
presentations to the leadership of the party to
explain to them our vision, and how we think
we could support the vision of His Excellency,
Prince (Dr.) Dapo Abiodun, to get elected by the
good people of Ogun State. And at the end of the
session, I came out tops and I became the deputy
governorship candidate of the APC.

Graduate Engineer and a Project Manager, then
came back to Nigeria. And here I am.
Coming from an elitist background and being
a technocrat and now a politician, how has the
transition been for you?
I think what is most important in politics is to be
able to understand what you are there to do. Your
background does not determine one’s ability to
serve and to be able to impact positively on the
lives of people. What it does is that it gives you
more perspectives which you can then use when
dealing with other issues. In my own situation,
over the years, I’ve had encounters with various
spectrum of society. I’ve also been involved in
community service as a member of Lions Club
International, and of course, that has exposed me
to all sorts of people. So, this is not a new terrain
for me; what has happened is that this position
allows me to address issues differently from how
I would have addressed them as a member of an
NGO.

Tell us more about the story of how you were
picked as the deputy governorship candidate.
Did His Excellency simply put a call through to
you and were you surprised or shocked that
you emerged?
What happened was that the political leaders had
met and they decided that the position of deputy
governorship candidate would be zoned to Ado
Odo Ota. Majority of the people in Ado Odo
Ota are the Aworis, who are spread across Ogun
and Lagos States. But in Ogun State, they form a
minority who never had representation at that
level and His Excellency in his wisdom decided
to have his deputy from Awori. So, that had
narrowed the selection to a certain part of the
state. This was how I got involved. I’m an Awori
woman and I’m proud to be Awori and I want to
represent my people at the state level. Six of us
were asked to make a 15-minute presentation on
how we would support the governor in office to

Can you shed more light on your background?
I was born 54 years ago in Ibadan to late Prof.
Lateef Akinola Salako and Mrs. Rahmat Adebisi
Salako. My father was a medical doctor and a
lecturer at the College of Medicine, University of
Ibadan (UI), while my mother retired as the Chief
Internal Auditor at UI. I attended the Staff School
in UI and thereafter proceeded to Queens School
for a couple of years before getting a transfer to
the International School, Ibadan for my O’Level
and A’Level. After that, I went to the University of
Lagos to study Civil Engineering. I graduated in
1987, then went abroad and got an M.Sc in Public
Health Engineering in imperial College, London.
I thereafter worked in the UK for a few years as a
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us about your experience working with the
governor and the major achievements this
governor has recorded so far.

deliver on his mandate before about 30 leaders in
the room. So it wasn’t that I received a phone call.
I was simply told that I won the votes and that I
emerged as the running mate to the governor.
As a technocrat used to getting things done
quickly and now as deputy governor in public
service, where bureaucracy rules, how fast
have you adapted to your new environment?
It’s taken some getting used to really. In
government, there are processes and once you
understand the processes, you can work with
that. Being a technocrat does not mean one is
inflexible. Whoever has worked in the private
sector should try and work in the public sector
as well. For people in the private sector, they
probably underestimate the scope of the public
sector, the resources within the public sector and
the human capital in the public sector. I think the
public sector is vastly underestimated and I’m
very proud to work with the civil servants in Ogun
State who have been a formidable team. Without
a doubt, they are the backbone of the country.
As the third female deputy governor in
the state, give us an overview of the level
of women participation in Ogun State in
particular and Nigeria as a whole. Are you
satisfied with women participation so far?
I think there is a difference between women
participation in politics and women elected into
offices. They are two different things. Women
participation in politics at the grassroots level and
other levels is quite high. However, women are
grossly underrepresented in elected offices, and
that is something we’ve got to look into. Hitherto,
I was not a great fan of positive discrimination,
I think that without positive discrimination,
women would not get a fair representation
in politics. I’ve seen it in the United Kingdom
where they say certain number of seats must
have female candidates in the major parties.
We must find a way where we have to do some
positive discrimination to get women elected in
the major parties. Everyone is talking about 35%
representation, but we are even nowhere that
figure.
You’ve spent about nine months in office, tell
May-June 2020

“Your background does
not determine one’s ability
to serve and to be able to
impact positively on the
lives of people. What it does
is that it gives you more
perspectives which you can
then use when dealing with
other issues.”

The first thing His Excellency did upon getting
into office, as a good manager would do, is
to have an assessment of what is on ground,
and then map out how to implement his
programmes, and also to put in place enabling
legislation to make the execution of his
policies more easier. And one of the cardinal
objectives of this administration is to create
an enabling environment for businesses to
thrive in Ogun State and ultimately, make the
state an investment destination of choice. We
are strategically located, which explains why
we are called the ‘Gateway State.’ And what His
Excellency says is that he doesn’t want people to
come, not because they don’t have a choice, but
to be a preferred destination. We want to bring
people to invest here. With more investments, the
knock-on effects would be prosperity and more
employment opportunities for the people, which
would, in turn, translate to an improvement in
the socio-economic status of the state. So, what
we have done is to critically look at the various
MDAs and institutions that are very strategic for
us to achieve this goal. His Excellency has ensured
the passage of the PPP Bill, State Investment
Promotion Agency Bill, which is a one-stop
shop for investors. We have also been working
on other sectors like agriculture, education and
health. Between the period of getting elected
and getting sworn into office, His Excellency met
with Mr. President, during which the governor
shared his vision for Ogun State. The President
was particularly excited about the governor’s
vision for agriculture and he promised to work
with us to push this agenda. He also mandated
the CBN Governor to work with us and support us
on this. I’m very glad to tell you that this has been
going on very well. Even the CBN Governor said
recently that Ogun State would, very soon, be
the model state in agriculture. We have different
projects ongoing; we are working on the Anchor
Borrowers Programme, we have the Young
Farmers Programme and all these things which
are increasing opportunities for our youth. And
we are looking at creating thousands and millions
of agri-preneurs in the state.
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What is this administration’s score card in the
education and health sectors?
When we assumed office, we went around and
did a survey of the state of primary and secondary
schools in the state. And we had to do this because
during the campaign, this is the complaints of
majority of the people we spoke with. After the
survey, His Excellency immediately declared a
state of emergency on education. The state of
infrastructure of most of the schools was in a
terrible shape. There were schools with no roofs
and uncompleted structures which are unsafe for
the students. We also had a situation where some
of our teachers have not been promoted for years
resulting into low morale. Salaries were also not
being paid on time; we also had lack of educational
tools to make teaching and learning more exciting.
To address these challenges, His Excellency
approved a promotion backlog for teachers
from 2015 to 2017. And we also commenced the
rehabilitation of schools in different wards across
the state. We are also working with different
organisations who are looking at modern ICT skills
and methods to be able to improve teaching of our
children. In the health sector, we are doing quite a
lot. His Excellency visited the teaching hospital in
Sagamu and the State Hospital in Ilaro. In the State
Hospital, there were equipment there from the 50s
that were no longer serviceable and the vision of
the governor is to turn these hospitals around so
that our people can enjoy these facilities. Another
thing that is important to our people is road. His
Excellency is putting a lot of emphasis on roads
and we have road projects across the state. Some
are being rehabilitated while some are undergoing
total reconstruction. The governor is also working
very closely with the Federal Ministry of Works on
the major federal roads that pass through the state
like the Ota to Abeokuta road. We have had high
level discussion with them on how that road can
be concessioned to us. There is also the Ogijo to
Sagamu road and Epe to Ijebu Ode road which is
going to be awarded very soon.
married, my father is late, my mum is very much
with us and I have three siblings who are also
professionals, but they don’t work or live in Nigeria.

Is there any plan in place to fix some of the
deplorable roads in border towns in Ogun State
such as Agbado, Mowe, Lambe, Akute and the
rest?
One of the things we realised on assumption of
office is that there was no plan for those areas
and we decided to take a holistic look at these
communities and put a multifaceted plan in place.
We are looking at the roads, water supply, power,
schools, sanitation, fire stations. His Excellency has
put together a good team at the Ministry of Urban
and Physical Planning which is looking at all of
these. And also, the governor and his counterpart
in Lagos have both decided to revive the Lagos/
Ogun Megacity Project and with this, some of the
communities bordering the two states can be well
looked after.
How has the experience been like for you
working with the governor?
It’s been a good experience and a good learning
experience as well. He came from the private
sector and he is quick and pays attention to details.
On every issue, he looks at the bigger picture.
Can we have a glimpse into your family life?
Well, I like to keep my private life very private. I’m
not...
But you are now a public figure, so nothing
should be private.
Yes, I’m a public figure, however, I’m not a socialite.
I have two children (a son and a daughter). I’m

Why did you opt for engineering that is seen
more as a male-dominated field?

“Our cabinet in Ogun State
is full of politicians who
are also technocrats. We
have lawyers, we have
accountants, engineers,
town planners, a wide range
of professionals. Politicians
and technocrats are not
mutually exclusive.”

It’s quite interesting. In those days that I went
to university, there were not many options for
science students. I didn’t want to be a doctor, even
though my father was a very successful doctor
and everybody was asking me, “are you going to
be a doctor?” But truth is, I didn’t want to spend
my whole life being compared to my father. I had
an uncle who was an Engineer and he was doing
quite well, travelling to places to build roads and
I felt that was quite interesting. And since I’m
good in Mathematics, I opted for engineering
and I’ve found it very interesting and rewarding.
I’m glad I made that choice.
What is your advice for technocrats interested
in politics, but scared of taking that plunge?
Please come, because we need more people
here to be able to get things done. Yes, it’s not
always a first hit and you are up there. You need
a lot of perseverance, but I believe one can be
a politician and still continue to do what you
do. Join politics and see how you can support
and make things better for the people. Our
cabinet in Ogun State is full of politicians who
are also technocrats. We have lawyers, we
have accountants, engineers, town planners,
a wide range of professionals. Politicians and
technocrats are not mutually exclusive. We can
do it together, so come join us.
May-June 2020
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PROTOCOLS
1. I welcome everyone to this Inauguration
Ceremony. It is indeed a red letter day for
us as we receive another chance to take our
New Direction Governance Principles to the
Next Level and to Do More for our people
and society over the next four years. I am
truly glad that you could be with us today.
2. This is first of all a day for gratitude. In
the first term journey which we have just
concluded, God and Good were firmly on our
side. We have lost count of how many times
Divine Providence saw us through perilous
seasons and situations. I cannot thank God
Almighty enough for his immeasurable help.
3. I appreciate His Excellency, President
Muhammadu Buhari, GCFR for providing
us an example of courage in leadership and
the ability to keep your eyes on the ultimate prize, even when your good intentions
are misunderstood or mischaracterised by
design.
4. I appreciate His Excellency, Vice President
Yemi Osinbajo for showing us how effortlessly the fear of God, character, competence, faithful stewardship and loyalty can
be a complete package in high Office, even
in the face of unfair criticism and personal
attacks.
5. I appreciate most profoundly Hajia Dr.
Aisha Muhammadu Buhari - 1st Lady of the
Federal Republic of Nigeria, Her Excellency,
Mrs. Dolapo Osinbajo - wife of the Vice President, Hajia Ramatu Tijjani Aliyu, Ph.D Minister of State for the Federal Capital Territory and a Kogi woman of substance, each
and every one of the wives of Governors and
all the other eminent Nigerian women who
supported us, especially those in Your Excellencies’ powerful entourage to the grande
finale of our reelection campaigns last
November. Your Excellency, you are indeed

the mother of the nation and a fearless
advocate of good governance.

Speaker, Prince Matthew Kolawole. These
efficient lawmakers have proved that legislating is a job for independent-minded team
players. Without your support, today may
not have been possible.

6. I thank my colleague Governors, both
those still in service and those who have
completed their tour of duty as the No. 1
citizens of their respective states, honourable ministers of the Federal Republic, other
top government functionaries, captains of
industry, corporate bodies and well meaning
Nigerians too many to enumerate who stood
with us through thick and thin and provided
immense support and encouragement.

10. My special thanks His Lordship, Honourable Justice Nasir Ajanah and the Kogi
State Judiciary for their roles in the task of
governing Kogi State. No doubt, the principle of separation of powers has benefited
tremendously from our experiences in the
last 4 years.

7. I thank our great Party, the All Progressives
Congress (APC), His Excellency, Comrade
Adams Oshiomhole - our National Chairman,
Hajia Salamatu Baiwa - our National Woman
Leader, Alhaji Abdullahi Bello - the APC Kogi
State Chairman, the entire national and
state membership and leadership of Africa’s
most empathic Governing Party, the APC, for
providing us the platform and the political
prowess which helped us to emerge victorious for a second time.

11. It is of course impossible to forget Organised Labour in Kogi, the various unions and
organisations including the student bodies
whose firm support translated into crucial
and substantial electoral votes. Of special
importance are the faith-based duo of the
Muslim Council of Ulamas in Kogi State
and the Christians groups led by the Christian Association of Nigeria. They proved to
be upright partners who helped to keep us
accountable to the people.

8. I thank my Team in the New Direction
Administration, most especially, His Excellency, Chief Edward Onoja, my siamese
twin and the Deputy Governor of Kogi State,
for the hard work and loyal followership
which enabled me to pilot this ship with a
minimum of distractions. Edward Onoja is
a Godly politician, an astute visionary and a
talented strategist who has proved his worth
to me, to Kogi State and to our party again
and again - first as my Chief of Staff and now
as my Deputy.

12. I celebrate my family:

9. I salute our 3 Distinguished Senators, Chief
Smart Adeyemi, Alhaji Jibrin Isah Echocho
and Alhaji Yakubu Oseni, along with our 6
Honourable members of the House of Representatives and the 25 Honourable Members
of the Kogi State House of Assembly, all
of the APC, led by The Right Honourable

a. My wives - Hajia Barr. Amina Oyiza Bello,
Hajia Rashidat Bello, the First Lady of
Kogi State and Hajia Hafiza Onyinoyi
Bello.
b. My children - Miss Hauwa Bello, Master
Hayatullah Bello (our super able son)
and the rest of our lovely children.
c. My dear mother and matriarch of our
family, Hajia Hauwau Oziohu Bello and
my esteemed siblings.
d. And in memoriam, I recall with fondness
my father Alhaji Ochi Ipemida Bello
who died while I was still a toddler and
my sister, Hajia Rabiat Bello who passed
away in late December 2019. May your
precious souls continue to rest in peace.
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e. We are a closely-knit family unit which
spends a lot of time together so I am
really grateful for the incredible patience
and sacrifice of my loved ones since I
embarked on this tough journey about
4 years ago, especially as it has now
extended into another 4 years.
13. I also recall the contributions of a great and
unforgettable man to the emerging realities
of today’s Kogi State. Prince Dr. Abubakar
Audu laid the foundations of robust governance as the 1st Executive Governor of Kogi
State. He also built the APC into a formidable political force in the state, and personally led it to dislodge the former ruling party.
Unfortunately, he died before he could see
his beloved party at the helms of affairs
in Kogi State. We salute this extraordinary
visionary today, and pray the Almighty God
to grant him eternal rest.
14. I have reserved my greatest thanks, my
deepest appreciation and my heartiest celebration today for the good people of Kogi
State - my employers and my only Reason

for getting into politics. Kogites are the best
people any Governor could ask for. They will
set high standards for you, they will knock
you into shape, they will keep you on your
toes and no matter what you do, only your
best will ever be good enough for them at
any time. However, if you serve them well,
they will prove to the world that you are their
own, and when you need them, they will
stand solidly with you - an army that no one
can defeat. I will never get over the massive
support they gave me for my reelection!
15. In fact, let me use this opportunity to
specially appreciate the awesome people of
Kogi State for the unbelievable support they
gave us in all the elections which were held
during our first term, and in particular, the
2019 General Elections and the November
16 Kogi State Governorship Polls. This
wonderful people handed the All Progressives Congress (APC) decisive wins across
board in all the elections.
16. Kogi State reelected Mr. President and the
Vice President with very sound margins

before giving us a clean sweep of the various
legislative seats by voting APC candidates
into 2 out of 3 Senate seats, 7 out of 9 House
of Representatives seats and all 25 Kogi
State House of Assembly seats. In a subsequent rerun poll after the Tribunal rightly
nullified the Kogi West Senatorial election
earlier carted away by the main opposition
party, the APC also won the third and final
seat.
17. I will never forget the historic vote Kogites
gave me for my own reelection on November
16, 2019. I ended up beating my nearest challenger in the 2019 Kogi State Gubernatorial
Elections with over 215,000 votes! My victory
was not only historic, but it marks a drastic
paradigm shift in how we play our politics
in Kogi State and will henceforth obligate
politicians and their parties to court every
constituency if they wish to govern Kogi
State. I am indeed grateful that Kogi people
counted me worthy to be the protagonist of
these new realities. Thank you, thank you,
and thank you!

BUILT AND EQUIPPED THE KOGI STATE IGR STATE-OF-ART OFFICE

KOGI STATE POSITIONED TO BE MAJOR PLAYER IN RICE PRODUCTION UNDER GYB

OVER 300 TRACTORS PROCURED FOR FARMING ACTIVITIES

OVER 1200 TILLERS PROCURED TO BOOST AGRICULTURE IN KOGI STATE

BOUNTIFUL HARVEST FROM OSARA GREEN HOUSE AN INITIATIVE OF THE GYB ADMINISTRATION

31 MINI-EARTHEN PONDS IN IDAH
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OUTER VIEW OF THE 1000 (50 TONS) PER DAY RICE MILL IN EJIBA

FISH HATCHERY IN AIYETORO GBEDE

BOUNTIFUL HARVEST FROM OSARA GREEN HOUSE AN INITIATIVE OF THE GYB ADMINISTRATION

FARM INPUTS DISTRIBUTED TO FARMERS

18. The story of our stewardship in the term just
ended is the classic tale of choosing a new
direction and confronting whatever challenges it brings with courage, no matter how
overwhelming they might become.
19. When we took Office for our first term on the
27th day of January, 2016, we quickly discovered that if Kogi State must survive the twin
troubles of recession and insecurity which
were ravaging Nigeria at the time, we must
do a whole lot of things differently. We knew
that the Youthfulness and Patriotism which
we brought to Government would be overcome by the status quo if we failed to quickly
upset the old ways which accorded unholy
privileges to a favoured few at the expense
of the rest of the populace.
20. Thus, it was clear to us from the beginning
that conformity would mean more of the
retrogressive ways and corrupt practices
which had caused our state so much trouble.
Since this was not an option to us, we moved
on to chart a different but more difficult
path, and one which put us on a collision
course with strong vested interests.
21. We identified godfatherism, tribalism, class
consciousness and religious divides as the
four legs of the table of corruption in this
state and the ready tools of oppression and
misgovernance. They had had distorted
social equity and equality among Kogites
so over the four years of our first term we
confronted these four evils wherever we
found them. Today, we have cut them off
and they no longer determine the rules of
engagement between the government and
the people in Kogi State.
22. More importantly, by vigorously enlightening
the people to the real costs of these divisive
and discriminatory practices, even to those

who may appear to be benefiting from it,
we were able to empower them to resist
such. The people are now less inclined to
mortgage their welfare to gain some fleeting
patronage. In fact, we are now seeing more
and more individuals, families and whole
communities across Kogi State rising up and
freeing themselves from social, economic
and political subservience to a few individuals and their entrenched interests.
23. I make bold to say therefore that uniting the
rich human and natural diversities of Kogi
State into a progressive and cohesive force
for good is the main achievement of our first
term and will remain a priority of this 2nd
Term. We shall not relent in weaving equity
and equality into the fabric of our society
and strengthening the basis for them.
24. Truth be told, we are in this for the long haul,
for as Martin Luther King Jr said, ‘we must
live together as brothers or perish together
as fools’. Thus, this battle for a united and
egalitarian Kogi society is one which we must
sustain, and at the appropriate time, pass
on to posterity. May I also take the liberty to
commend this quote to our nation as well.
We must understand that what hurts one
hurts all and begin to pool our energies for
mutual protection and profit, for truly, if we
do not urgently contrive to live together as
brothers, we will continue to perish together
as fools.
25. One small but significant achievement,
and one that I am particularly elated over
because of its uniting force, is the building
of a beautiful Chapel inside the Kogi State
Government House premises for the first
time in 28 years. It is not so much the cost of
the building, but the balance which we were
finally able to bring in the seat of power
between the two major religions in our state

after such a long time which excites me. It
may be a token, but it is a significant token.
26. Of course, the rent-seekers who were beneficiaries of the old ways as well as their
protégés came at us with Vengeance, like a
Tsunami. They twisted and turned our every
word and action into all sorts of negative
shapes before the world, especially through
their captive media, and for a while the news
only reported bad things about us, nearly all
of which were false.
27. However, a key attribute of the Truth is that
it cannot be hidden forever. Today, with the
help of God and the support of our people,
we have not only reduced the footprint
of sectionalism in our body politic but we
have also tamed the capacity of their beneficiaries to redeploy and benefit from them.
28. We are not ashamed to admit that we lost
the propaganda war during our first term,
but neither are we shy to say that we won
the battle for Truth, which is more important. Today, we are defined, not by the lies
which uncharitable people have told about
us to the nation, but by the many infallible
proofs of great governance which we were
able to produce and deliver to our people
across the state.
29. I will be guilty of a huge error if I do not at this
juncture say a big ‘thank you!’ to those brave
souls in the media, both conventional and
social media who insisted on reporting only
what is true and fair about us. In the face of
syndicated and unrelenting fake news about
the New Direction Administration in Kogi
State, these brave souls manged to find and
report the truth, sometimes at the risk of
offending editors or advertisers. Thank you
for remaining true to your conscience and
your journalistic ethics.
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30. Indeed, as the revered Shehu Usmanu Dan
Fodio once said, ‘Conscience is an open
wound, only truth can heal it.’ There is plenty
of proof today that during our 1st Term, in
addition to achieving the enhanced cooperation and integration among our people
which I have spoken about earlier, we also
made critical developmental and governance milestones which are helping to reposition Kogi State to face the future head-on
and unafraid. Above all, we set out to touch
the lives of the people with the dividends
of democracy and it is not immodest to say
that we did a good job of it, by every objective standard.
31. We started off by developing a well drafted
plan, the New Direction Blueprint, which
acted as our roadmap for accelerated development of Kogi State in all her constituencies. It provided guidance and helped us to
focus on 7 key thematic areas, to wit, Education, Health, Infrastructure, Job Creation,
Civil Service Reforms, Agriculture and Security. Today, the results speak for themselves.
32. For the first time since Kogi State was created
we have enjoyed equity in the spread of
government appointments and projects.
When it comes to appointments, everyone
knows that Yahaya Bello only considers
merit, fairness and justice in selection and
placement of persons who work with him.
When it comes to projects, we have tried to
spread the love proportionately between
our 3 Senatorial Districts.
33. Tribe, religion or class are no longer the
determinants of who or where gets what.
They play no role except as a measure of
proportionality. We also made it a deliberate
policy to observe affirmative action. For the
first time in our history, the youth and the
womenfolk occupied the largest number of
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high profile positions in government ever,
and wielded real influence.
34. We inherited a Kogi State that was notorious for insecurity, especially as the kidnap
capital of Nigeria. It was a hotbed of armed
robbery, communal clashes, home invasions, political thuggery and other violent
crimes. The state recorded over 250 kidnappings in 2015 alone, but less than 6 months
into my tenure, those numbers dropped
drastically. In fact, for a 6 month period
from July of 2016 to early January of 2018
we recorded no kidnaps at all. Till today,
kidnapping has remained an opportunistic
and isolated crime in Kogi State.
35. We invested in over 200 brand new vans and
trucks and over 500 motorcycles and distributed them free among all the security agencies operating in the state. We also imported
and supported them with modern communications gadgetry and provided finances
and logistics. We built a Forward Operations
Base for the Nigerian Army from scratch and
established smaller outposts for other agencies across the state.
36. We forged synergy between the various
agencies and formed a Joint Task Force
of the Nigerian Police, the military and all
other federal law enforcement agencies in
the state. We flooded every nook and cranny
of the state with mobile patrol teams. We set
up the Kogi State Vigilante Services which
currently has over 5000 active personnel,
mainly retired security agents and agile
youths and tasked them with community
policing.
37. Consequently, we were rated the 2nd most
peaceful state in the federation after Osun
in 2018, and the most peaceful in northern
Nigeria by the National Peace Index (NPI).
Kogi State under my leadership was in the

same 2018 rated the state with the second
lowest crime statistics after Kebbi by the
National Bureau of Statistics (NBS).
38. The great gains we made in securing the lives
and properties of our people and those who
traverse our territory demanded of us creative thinking and plenty of sacrifice, which
we did not fail to provide. Kogi is thus more
secure as we go into our 2nd Term than she
has ever been at any time. This is a gain we
intend to strengthen and sustain.
39. Moving on from security, we worked hard to
improve our fiscal responsibility and sustainability capacities as a state. Our budgets for
every year has always been passed before
the end of the previous year since we came
to office. We passed fiscal accountability
laws to close the gaps we met in the stewardship of public finances. We upload our
budgets and routinely publish our stewardship of public finances both online and in
newspapers to improve transparency.
40. The results have been great. Our Internally
Generated Revenue has grown from about
N350m monthly when we took Office in
January 2016 to about N1.4bn per month
now, mainly by the elimination of waste and
corruption and by improving collection. Our
IGR figures since 2016 are in themselves a
metaphor for the steady development which
we have achieved in most areas:
a.

2016 - N9,569,123,755.23

b.

2017 - N11,244,260,974.7

c.

2018 - N11,334,113,743.5

d.

2019 - N16,389,026,388.86.

41. Less than 2 years into my first tenure, Kogi
State became one of only 4 states in the
federation deemed success stories in the

CONSTRUCTED OVER 200 KM OF TOWNSHIP AND RURAL NEW ROADS ACROSS THE STATE

34 OTHER ROADS WERE REHABILITATED 100% IN TOWNS AND CITIES ACROSS THE STATE

PROJECT LIGHT UP KOGI EAST (PLUKE) OGORI/MAGONGO POWER STATION

35 REHABILITATION OF 4.5KM OGORIMAGONGO ROAD

17 ANCHOR BORROWER SCHEME (WET SEASON) WHICH BENEFITTED ABOUT 4,944 FARMERS ACROSS THE STATE IN 2017

FREE MOBILE TRUCK FOR THE FREE DOOR TO DOOR HEALTHCARE INITIATIVE.

SDGs by the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP). We were invited to the
72nd UN General Assembly on this score.
In addition, we consistently received high
ratings in key performance areas from credible local and international agencies.
42. In 2019, the World Bank Group recognised us
as the top performer in World Bank Portfolio.
It bears repeating that since we took Office
we have been intentional about meeting
Kogi State’s counterpart funding obligations
to the World Bank Group and other development partners. That is a lot of money, but
the dividends have been much too. Our partnership with the World Bank Group is one I
wish to deepen greatly in this second term.
43. Still in 2019 we ranked the 7th top performer
among all the states and FCT in basic education funding according to the records of
the Universal Basic Education Commission
(UBEC). We have renovated, or constructed
from scratch, over 375 classroom blocks in
basic education (primary) schools across

the state. Those of you on the lookout might
have seen some of these buildings in the
schools you passed on your way here today.
They are painted an iconic blue and white,
and you cannot miss them.
44. Our secondary schools and Tertiary institutions also received extensive attention from
my administration in our first term, mainly
in provision of enhanced learning materials
and development of physical infrastructure.
45. Our gory experience with sections of the
media notwithstanding, we did not refrain
from giving the media and communications
industry their full dues as resources would
permit. In keeping with our healthy respect
for the media and practitioners therein, I will
also be upgrading Information and Communication from a Bureau to a full-fledged
ministry in this 2nd Term. This will not only
accord the media her pride of place as the
4th Estate of the Realm but also strengthen
her capacity to act as ombudsman between
the Government and the people.

46. In this regard, the new ministry will be
deploying the Kogi State Open Government
and Accountability System (KOGAS) within
60 days from today. KOGAS will be a real-time
online accountability platform designed to
mobilise the people in checking government
and her functionaries, by nipping misconduct and excesses in the bud.
47. Also for the records, we built a modern headquarters for The Graphic Newspaper, our
state-owned print media outfit and repositioned her to a level of technical output
which is reportedly best-in-kind amongst
similar state entities in the country. We also
procured a state-of-the-art Outside Broadcast (OB) Van for Confluence Radio and new
digital transmitters for the Broadcasting
Corporation of Kogi State thereby migrating
her fully into the elite corps of digital broadcasters in the country.
48. We embarked on a meticulous staff screening
and verification exercise which Organised
Labour in the state has described as ‘difficult
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but necessary’ and credited with deepening
efficiency in the civil service.
49. In 2019, the Nigerian Bureau of Statistics
rated us one of the only 9 states which
reduced unemployment at a time that the
rest of the country slid further into it. This
rating in particular silenced those who
invested a lot into discrediting my civil
service reforms.
50. Today, the claims of non-payment of salaries
which dogged our footsteps during our staff
screening and verification exercise have
become history. I have been able to bring my
salary payments up to date and to fulfill my
dream cum promise to pay salaries before
they become due since August last year. We
now pay our workers even before the month
ran out. Henceforth, it is our plan, all things
being equal, to pay salaries and pensions
between the 25th and 28th of every month.
51. I commend the patience and support of
Organised Labour in Kogi State throughout
the process of implementing our civil service
reform schedules. They understood that we
were only trying to sanitise our workforce
and payroll and they acted as fierce, but fair,
watchdogs over the process.

is not bad for a first term in office, especially
one which started in a recession! Our second
term will see several legacy infrastructure
projects come on board.

dised agricultural services or inputs such as
tractors and other farm equipment, fertilisers, improved seeds and seedlings, land
preparation and extension services.

54. We connected over 200 communities to the
national electricity grid - some of them for
the first time while others were reconnected
after really long periods of disconnection.
In our second term, we intend to accelerate
electrification of many other communities
through on-grid and off-grid options. Our
ongoing Project Light Up Kogi East which is
personally overseen by the Deputy Governor
under my supervision is an ambitious project
that is on course to strengthen electricity
facilities serving the Kogi East axis where we
have the lowest electricity penetration in the
state. When completed the project would
have provided another 200-500 communities with electricity.

58. In the health sector, we have done rather
well too. Kogi has the lowest infant mortality
rates in Nigeria according to a November
2019 study by the National Population
Commission (NPC) and the Federal Ministry
of Health sponsored by the United States
Agency for International Development
(USAID). Along with saving hundreds of lives
among our children under five years of age,
we also achieved a corresponding drop in
maternal mortality rates. This followed the
launch of free health services to our pregnant women, nursing mothers and the
newborns themselves.

55. We provided over 300 boreholes and rural
water schemes to villages and hamlets across
the 3 Senatorial Districts and revamped
existing waterworks in several urban centres
for improved provision of portable water to
the populace.

52. Infrastructure was a big need in Kogi State
when we arrived Government House and
it was a big deal for us. It is still a big need
today, but we also got a lot done in our first
term by tackling infrastructure as vigorously
as time and funding would permit.

56. Agriculture has always been earmarked
as the mainstay of government’s efforts to
engage the people profitably and we will
continue to invest in it. Already we have
thousands of Kogites gainfully engaged in
the Agricultural value chain and it will be our
policy thrust in the second term to enlarge
the scope.

53. Across the state, we awarded 16 new intercity roads and designated 2 existing ones
for complete overhaul. This enabled us to
construct about 200km of new roads. 34 other
roads were rehabilitated 100% in towns and
cities across the state which added another
150km. About 350km of motorable asphalt
overlay added to our existing road network

57. We constructed a brand new 50 tons per
day Rice Mill at Ejiba in the Kogi West Senatorial District during our first term. It is
supported with about 800 hectares of paddy
under cultivation. We have enlarged the
scope of support to farmers and agricultural
undertakings across the state. Government
support has taken the form of free or subsi-

59. Following the resolution of sundry contractual and legal impediments which occasioned some delay and distorted our earlier
schedules, we have nearly completed the
Confluence Advanced Medical and Diagnostic Centre, a full-fledged Ultramodern
Diagnostic Center at the Specialist Hospital,
Lokoja.
60. We beefed up the fight against deadly and
infectious diseases by constructing a brand
new Biosafety Laboratory, reactivating the
moribund Lassa fever treatment centre and
establishing a Public Health Operations
Centre.
61. I set up the Kogi State Poor and Vulnerable
Peoples Fund early in my administration and
provided money for health and other interventions to the poor. Wealthy citizens were
also encouraged to donate to the Fund and
some of them were very generous indeed. We
were able to sponsor 876 surgeries and over
50,000 other medical cases, some of which
were treated abroad under the auspices of
the Bello Health Intervention initiative.

GYB MODEL LGA PRIMARY SCHOOL REPLICATED ACROSS THE STATE

ARIEL VIEW OF RENOVATED SCHOOL OF NURSING & MIDWIFERY, OBANGEDE

UPGRADED LEARNING CONDITIONS IN GYB MODEL PRIMARY SCHOOLS

MODERN FACILITIES INSTALLED IN ALL THE GYB MODEL PRIMARY SCHOOLS
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62. In addition to large scale facelift of Health
training institutions in the state through
infrastructural developments, we also
recruited thousand of personnel for the
health sector. The Kogi State College of
Nursing, Obangede was able to receive the
full accreditation which had eluded her for
many years.

for the benefit of tens of thousands of
Kogites. As at today, we have the following
SIP statistics:

1,067 caterers and putting in over
N100,000,000 into Kogi’s economy per
month.

a. N-Power: 12,964 beneficiaries earning
N30,000 each per month, which adds
about N388,920,000 to our economy
monthly.

e. Currently, the SIPs as a whole pump in
about N1.1billion into the Kogi State
economy monthly.

63. We have 239 wards in Kogi State and we
built, renovated or remodeled at least one
Primary Healthcare Centre in each ward
in the State. A few wards actually received
more than one.

b. Conditional Cash Transfer (CCT):
62,160 poor and vulnerable people
receiving N5000 monthly grant which
injects N621,600,000 into the Kogi
State economy monthly

64. We set up the Kogi State Health Insurance
Agency with an eye to the planned rollout of
universal healthcare services in our second
term.

c. Government Enterprise and Empowerment Programme (GEEP): 4,192
beneficiaries of interest free loans
for market women which has added
N209,600,000 to the economy of Kogi
State.

65. My Administration is happy to accept all
the help she can get from every honest
source. The various initiatives under the
Federal Government’s Social Investment
Programme (SIP) have proven an invaluable
social safety net which we have exploited

d. Home Grown School Feeding
Programme (HGSFP) is still operating
at pilot stage, but currently feeds
about 100,000 pupils in 620 public
primary schools whole employing

f.

We have received commendations from
the Presidency through the Honourable Minister of Humanitarian Affairs,
Disaster Management and Social Development for outstanding performance in
partnering with the Federal Government
on the SIPs.

g. We shall not relent in our efforts and
during our second term we intend to
scale up on all the components of the
SIP by at least 100%.
66. We ran for a 2nd term with the slogan, ‘Let’s
Do More’, and made a strong case for reelection by showcasing our 1st term achievements while undertaking to improve on
them. Kogi voters have reelected us with
the most historic margin in a gubernatorial

REHABILITATION OF ROUND ABOUT AT OHINOYI’S PALACE

PROVISION OF TRANSFORMER IN BANDA COMMUNITY

SKILL ACQUISITION EMPOWERED BY GYB GOVERNMENT

PROCUREMENT OF OVER 20 AMBULANCES FOR EMERGENCY SERVICES

HEALTHCARE PLUS WHICH TAKES CARE OF PREGNANT WOMEN WITH FREE HEALTHCARE SERVICES FROM CONCEPTION
TILL ONE MONTH AFTER DELIVERY

SUPPLY OF DRUGS AND MEDICAL CONSUMABLES ALONG WITH TRAINING OF HEALTH WORKERS IN HEALTH CARE PLUS
SUPPORTED FACILITIES
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election ever seen in this state and it is now
incumbent on us to keep our electoral promises - and we shall do just that.
67. Our Let’s Do More mantra stands on 3 Operative Principles, ie, Partnerships, Progress
and Prosperity. The 3Ps (as we call them) will
underpin all our engagements in this new
term of Office. Everything we do will explore
partnership, be progressive and produce as
much prosperity as possible for Kogi State.
a. Partnership: Our Next Level in Kogi
State will rely on synergy at every stage,
primarily the one between the People
and the Government but also with a
wide array of domestic and international investors, service providers and
development partners spread across
the public and private sectors.
b. Progress: The partnerships which will
define our 2nd Term must be inherently
progressive. Their trajectory must be a
progression from where we are to where
we plan to go, and rely predominantly
on homegrown solutions for meeting
our unique challenges as a people and
state.
c. Prosperity. Our second term must
improve the lot of every Kogite who is
willing to put in an honest day’s labour.
Our aim is to grow an inclusive economy
which has room for every willing participant, irrespective of his or her ethnic
extraction, physical location and
preferred occupation.
68. Our overall mission in this second term is
to develop Kogi State into Nigeria’s foremost and most secure emerging commercial hub through optimization of the state’s
geographical location, natural endowments
and human resources for a sustainable
future.
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69. We shall embark on large scale urban
renewal projects to further transform Lokoja
into a resilient capital city with modern
utilities attractive to residents and tourists
alike. Even though upgrading the sights and
sounds of Lokoja will be paramount, this
beautification project will extend to at least
one major town in each Senatorial District.
70. We will sustain focus on Agriculture for
improved food security, mass employment and increase in Internally Generated
Revenue. We will take the Agricultural Revolution which we started in the first term to
the Next Level.
71. Specifically, Rice, Cassava, Cashew, Aquaculture and Livestock will remain the bedrock
of our activities in the agricultural sector as
follows:
a. In addition to the state-owned rice mill
at Ejiba which I mentioned earlier, we
will work to see more Rice Mills built by
private capital in the state, increase land
under cultivation with rice and facilitate
off-taker agreements for local growers.
We want to make Confluence Rice the
dominant brand, at least in the home
market.
b. Nigeria is the largest cassava grower
in the world and Kogi State is Nigeria’s
largest grower. We will add 500,000 new
cassava farmers from our populace into
our initiatives around this amazing crop
during this second term.
c. We also plan to build the nation’s largest
ethanol plant in Kogi State for the
production of ethanol fuel from cassava.
This will and further expand the use of
green fuels in Nigeria given that Climate
Change has become such a dramatic
concern globally. We have secured a

partnership with the NNPC Group, the
Central Bank of Nigeria and a private
investor to make this project a reality.
d. Kogi State is a leading player in Nigeria’s
cashew nuts industry. We have largely
eliminated the communal conflicts
around this crop and will continue
working with orchards and growers to
improve the quantity and quality of our
produce as well as the size of our market
share in the multibillion naira cashew
industry.
e. We have added thousands of new fish
ponds and their proprietors to the
numbers we met in 2016 and we shall be
taking our aquaculture to the next level
as well in this second term.
f.

Livestock farming has always been
subsistence in Kogi State but over the
last four years, we have grown the
numbers of participants in this area too.
Our second term strategy is to support
more Kogites to find employment in
poultry farming. We will also be establishing institutional cattle ranches to
take advantage of the employment and
income options in this neglected area.

72. Outside of Agriculture, we are also going
to pay greater attention to human capital
development by investing more in training
our people for enhanced relevance in a technologically evolving future.
73. With Information and Communications
Technology becoming such a big earner for
individuals and societies, we will do our
best to facilitate some youth with the relevant cognates and competencies to acquire
further education in this area at leading
institutions abroad.

74. I do not intend to outline everything we shall
do in this second term in this brief speech.
That will have to wait for our updated New
Direction Blueprint which should be out
within the next 90 days. However, it is important that we give us an idea of our governance thrust and that is what we have just
done.

and becomes a life-saving vocation requiring
the leader’s best efforts always. Our governance objective in Kogi State since January
27, 2016 when we first took Office is to do the
right thing for the present generation and for
posterity without fear or favour. This objective will remain unchanged throughout my
second tenure.

75. The more you bear the burden of leadership,
the more you realise that people, and not
things, events or places, matter the most.
This places a demand on you to make your
people and their welfare the heart of your
leadership. But since things, events and
places exert a profound influence on people,
you also find yourself obligated to improve
them for the benefit of your people.

78. My primary allegiance as Governor will
remain to Kogi State and her citizens, not to
party or tribe. Everyone is my citizen and I
owe everyone the protections and fidelities
inherent in the Office.

76. Therefore, my definition of good governance
is the ability to unite the people, things,
events and places within our leadership
space in a wholesome, symbiotic relationship.
77. When approached with the above mindset,
governance ceases to be a popularity contest

79. I therefore call on all and sundry, friends and
perceived foes, to put aside all differences
of politics, ideology or affiliation and join
hands with us to give Kogi State the best of
governance.
80. By the grace of God, the Oath of Office I have
just taken is a pact to do right by all citizens
as the 4th Executive Governor of Kogi State.
In this second and concluding term of my
constitutional tenures as Governor, it shall
be the principal preoccupation of my admin-

istration to bring revitalised energy to bear
in delivering refocused governance.
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81. It is on this note that I enjoin all Kogites to
look forward to the next four years with optimism and great expectations. We will do
everything in our power as government to
make sure they are productive, prosperous
and peaceful.
82. So help me God.
83. I thank you all.
84. God bless the Federal Republic of Nigeria.
85. God bless Kogi State.
86. And God bless you all.
YAHAYA BELLO
Governor of Kogi State
27 January, 2020.

BEFFITTING PLACE OF MUSLIM WORSHIP IN ANPKA CONSTRUCTED BY GYB ADMISTRATION

GOVERNMENT HOUSE CHAPEL, CONSTRUCTED BY GYB ADMISTRATION

PROCUREMENT OF VEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT FOR THE SERCURITY AGENCIES IN KOGI STATE

MOTORCYCLE TO AID VIGILANTE SERVICES

DEMOLITION OF KIDNAPPERS DEN

TOTAL DEMOLITION OF KIDNAPERS HIDEOUT
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DIASPORA

Ade Omole
APC Chairman, UK Chapter

The Companion Called APC UK Chapter
By Omogbolahan L.A. Babawale

T

here’s no better way to sustain a legacy,
a credo, an ideology and/or a movement
than to have a group which is more of a
‘compadre’ or an ‘alter ego’. You can as well
rest assured that your legacy or milestones
will stand the test of time. The similitude of the All
Progressives Congress, United Kingdom Chapter and
the party at home, Nigeria, is akin or analogous to
that of the scriptural Moses and Aaron. It is more of a
complimentary camaraderie.
It is an open and shut fact that on formation of
the All Progressives Congress, the mother body in
Nigeria sometimes in 2014, along with many Nigerians
in Diaspora who were equally miffed by the wanton
profligacy, economic annihilation, infrastructural
enfeeblement and security higgledy-piggledy that
hallmarked the People’s Democratic Party’s (PDP) 16
hellacious years of mismanagement saw the need to
save the future of the country. After all, no place like
home. But when the home front is being run with
reckless abandonment by the avaricious powers that
be, the future looks bleak! The need, therefore, to
salvage the situation became overtly germane.
This need prompted many Diaspora Nigerians
to join the race of saving the country from outright
collapse. And with the personage of the presidential
candidate of the party then in 2014, it was possible for
many hardworking Nigerians outside the shores of the
country to identify with the party because of President
Muhammadu Buhari’s impeccable character.
Therefore, many Diaspora chapters sprang up
which include but not limited to APC UK Chapter,
APC Ghana Chapter, APC US Chapter, APC South
Africa Chapter, APC Canada Chapter among others.
All these groups have since been contributing their
quota in terms of policy formulations for the national
leadership, mobilisation of fellow Nigerians on the
need to support the incumbent government among
others.
However, of the Diasporan chapters, the All
Progressives Congress, APC United Kingdom Chapter
stands tall and commanding. The Chapter has hitherto
been at the forefront of promoting the ideals of the
government of the day. It has engaged in many robust
tête-à-têtes, rendezvous, talks among others just to
sell APC government to Nigerians in the Diaspora and
the outside world.
There is no gainsaying the fact that technology
rules the world today and the impact of the social
media across the globe is incontrovertibly amazing.
This, the APC UK Chapter has exploited to its fullest.
Suffice to say that the APC UK Chapter social media
handles especially Facebook [facebook.com/
apcukingdom] and Twitter [@apcukingdom] are very
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engaging, interactive, informative and active.
It’s the ONLY Chapter with a verified twitter
handle. I recall a time when the Twitter handle
identified with the party - @APCNigeria became
compromised, the APC UK Chapter came to the
rescue.
With over one (1) million Nigerians reached daily,
the APC UK handles provided alternative in the interim
to serve as the interface between the party and the
outside world.
I went on an undercover examination of a few
of the Diaspora chapters, and from my findings and
without equivocation, the All Progressives Congress,
APC United Kingdom Chapter remains unequalled,
unparalleled and unrivalled.
The Chapter had embarked on a number of
activities which include but are not limited to:
Engaging top APC-led government functionaries
from the executive to the legislature from year 2015
till date on the need to have a Diaspora Commission.
The advocacy was to ensure that the needs (concerns)
of Nigerians in Diaspora are harmonised and pushed
for policy formulation by the ruling party. Today,
the advocacy did not only succeed, Mr. President
also signed the establishment of the Diaspora
Commission in law and presently functioning under
the chairmanship of Hon Abike Dabiri.
The leader of the Chapter, Prince Ade Omole recently
met with the trio of Mr. President, Muhammadu
Buhari, his Vice, erudite Prof. Yemi Osinbajo as well as
the Senate President, Dr. Ahmed Lawan on the need
to incorporate Diaspora voting. This was to include
having a bill to that effect. Engaging the electoral body
- Independent National Electoral Commission (INEC)
to fashion out the modalities and workability. The
chapter’s Diaspora Voting committee has signed up
over 150 legislators in both upper and lower houses,
and commissioned the drafting of the constitutional
amendment bill while planning a big bang DV event
in early 2020.
It held an agriculture diversification summit at the
outset of the current administration in 2015. A policy
document was produced and was forwarded to the
Presidency. Today, the same document forms part of
the blueprint at Federal Ministry of Agriculture.
During the Yuletide in 2018, the youth wing of
the Chapter embarked on an outreach programme
visiting HOMES FOR THE ELDERLY & PHYSICALLY
CHALLENGED in the South-East of London with medicare and gift items.
The restructuring debate/summit chaired by the
incumbent Governor Nasir Ahmad El-rufai of Kaduna
State had beautiful submissions from that which
was organized on the directive of the APC NIGERIA.
APC UK RESTRUCTURING TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
inaugurated by the UK Chapter organised a robust

debate session in London, UK. Its contributions
were included in the final report of the El-rufai-led
committee.
During the EFCC’s anti-corruption outreach in the
United Kingdom, a proposal through the leader of
the party, Prince Ade Omole was presented on the
need to have Embassy Desks in all Nigerian embassies
across the globe where the whistleblower policy can
be replicated. Today, the EFCC leadership has adopted
the proposal.
The Chapter also instituted legal action at the
International Court of Justice (ICJ)- Hague against
the former First Lady, Dame Patience Jonathan who
incited violence with her statement during the 2015
electioneering and which led the deaths of many
in Rivers State. The ICC case with reference no: OTPCR-83/15 is still ongoing at ICC-Haque.
The UK Chapter kick-started the 2019 general
elections campaign for the APC and President Buhari
in London, UK late last year. The highly successful
conference planned and held at the House of Lords,
UK to kick start the 2019 Presidential Campaign was
attended by dignitaries from Nigeria and across
Europe.
APC UK Chapter also supported the Presidential
Campaign Council (PCC) in Nigeria by inaugurating
the APC UK Presidential Campaign Committee, chaired
by Hon. Folu Ojutalayo, that sponsored premium radio
jingles, tv adverts, on-ground campaign groups that
visited all the states of Nigeria. In recognition of the
chapter, PCC Nigeria appointed five (5) members of
APC UK into different campaign committees.
On winning the general elections and inauguration
of the next level cabinet, the chapter led by its leader,
Prince Ade Omole, visited all the important ministries
in Nigeria with next-level agenda documentation for
each ministry. The idea was to help the Ministers settle
down quickly to serious work for the second term of
President Muhammadu Buhari.
Aside from the above and several successes too
many to list, the chapter has made a name for itself
by organising highly subscribed events within the
famous House of Commons in the United Kingdom
on youth and women at different times; provision
of legal aid (free of charge) for Nigerians in the UK,
organisation of immigration workshop and few other
several milestones of the United Kingdom Chapter in
the last five years. Topping up the achievements, the
UK Chapter had in the last few years secured over a
dozen indefinite leave to remain (ILR) in the UK for its
members through pro-bono legal representation.
The Chapter has, without doubt, proved itself
a worthy companion in the leadership deliverables
of the incumbent government. And it can always do
better to project the APC-leadership as a party with
altruistic tendencies.
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APC Management Team

The APC National Working Committee (NWC) is a key
organ of the party responsible for the administration
of the party. The NWC has been a partner in progress in
President Muhhamadu Buhari’s government’s efforts
to rebuild the country and deliver on election promises
which are largely hinged on curbing corruption,

restoring the economy and security of the nation.
The Party under the Chairmanship of Comrade
Adams Oshiomhole remains a very successful political
platform with a 2019 presidential re-election victory,
producing 20 Governors and a clear majority in the 9th
National Assembly.

The NWC has strived to ensure a free, fair,
transparent and credible process in all the primaries
conducted. While ensuring party discipline and
supremacy, the NWC has institutionalised internal
democracy in the Party and respect of the constitution
by all.

Adams A. Oshiomhole
National Chairman

Abiola Ajimobi
Deputy National Chairman (South)

Lawal Shuaibu
Deputy National Chairman (North)

Victor Giadom
Ag. National Secretatry

Inuwa Abdulkadir
National Vice Chairman (North West)

Emma Eneukwu
National Vice Chairman (South East)

Ntufam Hilliard Etagbo Eta
National Vice Chairman (South South)

Bankole Oluwajana
National Vice Chairman (South West)

Ahmed Wambai Suleiman
National Vice Chairman (North Central)

Comrade Mustapha Salihu
National Vice Chairman (North East)

Babatunde Ogala
National. Legal Adviser

Lanre Issa-Onilu
National Publicity Secretary

Adamu Fanda
National Treasurer

Paul Chukwuma
National Auditor

Emma Ibediro
National Organising Secretary

Ibrahim K. Masari
National Welfare Secretary

Salamatu Baiwa
National Woman Leader

Sadiq S. Abubakar
National Youth Leader

Misbau Lawal Didi
National Disabled Leader

Tajudeen Bello
National Financial Secretary
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Day Fashola
Dazzled at FEC
Meeting

Some of Fashola’s
performance mandates
Build quality houses for Nigerians at
lowest possible cost

O

ur Ministers have been giving their
performance reports for the last
quarter, and it was the turn of Mr
Babatunde Raji Fashola last week,
at the Federal Executive Council
(FEC) meeting.
The day a Minister gives performance
report is akin to Judgement Day, as President
Muhammadu Buhari listens raptly, asks
probing questions, and then gives all the other
FEC members opportunity to contribute. A
reporting Minister may, therefore, leave the
session, either walking tall, or like a rain beaten
chicken. Fashola’s performance got everyone
applauding.
This is a government that has an
unwavering focus on infrastructure: roads,
bridges, rail, power, airports, houses, and many
others. It is determined to reverse the severe
deficit the country has, despite the humongous
money we made from oil in the past two
decades. Infrastructure is rickety and decrepit.
As Minister of Works and Housing, a lot of
the infrastructure projects fall within Fashola’s
purview. And what did he tell the council
meeting, with pictorial and video evidences,
that got everyone applauding? Plenty, I tell
you.
When Ministers were sworn in August
2019, they were all given performance
mandates. And the expectations from Fashola,
as head of the Works and Housing sector
include the following:
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Construct at least 200,000 housing
units a year by establishing modular
construction facilities across the country.

Ensure completion of the 2nd
Niger Bridge, Abuja-Kaduna-Kano
Expressway, Obajana-Kabba Road

Complete 64km of Sukuk Bond financed
road projects

Implement scheduled maintenance of
5,000 kilometers of roads annually

Actively collaborate with the private
sector to create a large number of
well-paying jobs for Nigerian youths.

Implement a strategy towards the
realisation of Mr President’s June 12
promise to take 100 million Nigerians
out of poverty in the next 10 years.

So, what has Fashola delivered so far?
Utilising pictures and video, he showed
ongoing work on Abuja-Kaduna-ZariaKano road. Money being well spent.
Second Niger Bridge? It has
roared to life, after many decades of
promises by many governments, which
never did anything. But the Ekwueme
(one that promises and delivers) is
here now. Under President Buhari,
the Bridge will be delivered, and no
mistake.
What’s the state of the 2nd
Niger Bridge project? With videos
and pictures, the Executive Council
was brought up to speed with the
scope of the works. Total length is
11.9Km, with the bridge itself being
an approximate length of 1.6Km. Main
works and associated infrastructure
are in progress, and the chrysalis is
bursting forth. In the words of colorful
First Republic politician, K.O Mbadiwe,
“come has finally come to become”
for 2nd Niger Bridge. And history will
record that Buhari did it, and Fashola
was the midwife.
I remember a private trip I made
to Onitsha last December 30. I had
been on the same flight with the Obi of
Onitsha, His Royal Highness Nnaemeka
Alfred Achebe, and with pride, he had
told me: “While passing on the bridge,
just look to your right, and you would
see the 2nd Niger Bridge coming
up. We are very grateful to President
Muhammadu Buhari.”
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HOUSING CONSTRUCTION IN NIGERIA
Housing units completed
across the country

1,094+

Ongoing in

34
States

Jobs created under HOUSING PROJECTS

455,048

Direct
Indirect

61,950

Jobs created under ROAD CONSTRUCTION

49,080

Direct
Indirect

95,315

We also saw the state of Lokoja-ObajanaKabba-Ilorin road, Oju/Loko-Oweto Bridge,
Bida-Lambata road, Dualisation of SulejaMinna road, Kano-Maiduguri road, Enugu-Port
Harcort dual carriageway , Onitsha-Enugu
Expressway, Bodo-Bonny project, LagosIbadan Expressway, and many others round
the country. The land has become one huge
construction site, and from later this year, to
2021 and beyond, most of the projects will
come out in bold relief, completed. What will
the naysayers then say next? Instead of eating
their words, and saluting the government, they
will surely create other criticisms.
There are also road projects in tertiary
institutions round the country. Can you beat
that? Even our schools are not forgotten. These
include Universities of Benin, Bayero in Kano,
Oye, in Ekiti, Maiduguri, Borno State, Lokoja,

Kogi State,
Ibadan, Owerri,
Otuoke, in
Bayelsa State,
and many
others.
As
the Minister
made his
presentation,
I observed
the President
smiling in
delight,
grinning
broadly at
some other
times, shaking
his legs and rubbing his palms together. He
saw money being well spent, the dividends of
democracy being delivered to the people, and
he was quite glad.
On housing, over 1,094 housing units
have been completed across the country
under the first phase, and construction works
are ongoing in 34 states and the Federal
Capital Territory. Advertisement for the sale
of the houses will soon be published. Video
evidences of all the housing projects were
made available. In all the housing projects,
455,048 direct jobs have been created,
with 61,950 indirect ones. In the highway
construction sector, 49,080 direct jobs were
created, with 95,315 indirect ones.
The Minister concluded: “It is undebatable
that the government has made a very clear
commitment for renewing and expanding

Nigeria’s stock of infrastructure as a well
thought out strategy for economic renaissance,
diversification and delivery of sustained and
inclusive growth. This commitment includes
the delivery of roads, bridges, affordable
housing and public buildings, which has
exerted a huge strain on government resources
that has compelled some borrowing.”
Well, this is borrowing for development,
and not borrowing to line individual pockets.
So, it will be worth it at the end of the day.
You know that Fashola has the gift of the
garb. It is one thing to prepare a good report,
it is another to deliver it well. He did both,
and the necessary commendations followed.
Minister of Interior, Rauf Aregbesola, described
the report as “beautiful, well delivered, with
good articulation.” He added: “Lawyers must
have ability to deliver as part of their training.”
Minister of Labour and Employment,
Dr Chris Ngige, said Fashola’s delivery “is
always as if he’s in court,” while Chief Godswill
Akpabio, Minister of Niger Delta, commended
President Buhari for a job well done, as seen
in the activities of the Ministry of Works and
Housing.
Some leaders have passed through this
country, and you can hardly point to two or
three landmark projects they left behind. With
President Buhari, it sure won’t be so. He’s the
Ekwueme, the one who promises and delivers.
Adesina is Special Adviser to President Buhari on
Media and Publicity.
More updates...https://www.femiadesina.com/
from-the-inside-day-fashola-dazzled-at-fecmeeting/
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PROGRESSIVE GOVERNORS FORUM IN FOCUS
The Progressive Governors Forum (PGF) is the aegis of governors elected on the platform of the All Progressives Congress; with the overriding goal to mobilise
all APC states government to facilitate accelerated human development through undertaking of policies and programmes to improve quality of life of
citizens, eradicate poverty and create jobs in the APC states.

Abubakar Atiku Bagudu
(Kebbi),
PGF Chairman

Kayode Fayemi
(Ekiti)

Yahaya Bello
(Kogi)

Muhammad Abubakar Badaru
(Jigawa)

Babajide Olusola Sanwo-Olu
(Lagos)

Babagana Umara Zulum
(Borno)

Rotimi Akeredolu
(Ondo)

Godwin Obaseki
(Edo)
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Simon Bako Lalong
(Plateau)

Nasir Ahmed El-Rufai
(Kaduna)

Abdullahi Umar Ganduje
(Kano)

Aminu Bello Masari
(Katsina)

Abubakar Sani Bello
(Niger)

Abdulrahman Abdulrazaq
(Kwara)

Abdullahi A. Sule
(Nasarawa)

Senator Hope Uzodinma
(Imo)

Dapo Abiodun
(Ogun)

Gboyega Oyetola
(Osun)

Muhammad Inuwa Yahaya
(Gombe)

Mai Mala Buni
(Yobe)
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PGF EDUCATION STRIDES
(DECEMBER AND JANUARY 2020)

The Progressive Governors Forum (PGF), in its December and January progressives
strides-tracking developmental initiatives in APC states, presents developmental strides
by APC governors in the education sector. The veri able data were attributed to and
obtained from primary and secondary sources.
1

KWARA
DEC 3
Kwara holds
open bid for
renovation
of 31 public
schools
DEC 5
Kwara to
distribute free
notebooks to
public schools
DEC 9
Kwara gov’t
procured
technical aids
and equipment
for the school
for special needs

2

KATSINA
DEC 8
Katsina State
govt. Spends
N208m on
payment of
WAEC fees

8

LAGOS
DEC 9
Sanwo-olu
reveals plans
to upgrade
AOCOED to a
university

3

6

4
DEC 16
Lagos ags oﬀ
review of senior
secondary
schools
curriculum

BORNO
DEC 10
Borno governor
suspends 200
'absentee'
teachers

EDO

5

DEC 16
Obaseki bags
Tribune's
Pacesetter in
Education,
Human Devt
Award

KATSINA

EDO

DEC 28
Bagudu pledges
support for
smooth take-oﬀ
of federal
university, Zuru

7

JAN 8
Gombe gov's wife
inaugurates
learning centres

OSUN
DEC 28
Education
remains top
priority of
government
in Osun

JAN 15
Gombe SUBEB
introduces
whistleblower
policy, declares
war on
absenteeism

KEBBI

BORNO

12 KANO

GOMBE

NIGER

18

KATSINA
JAN 21

JAN 9
Edo state govt.
expresses
commitment to
reopen school
of nursing and
midwifery

KWARA

OSUN

Kano state
reveals how it
achieved drop
in out-of-school
children from
1,306,106 to
410,873
JAN 13
Education
tops Kano
state budget
for 2020

17 KADUNA

EDO
16 KEBBI

13 LAGOS

JAN 14
Lagos state
teaching service
commission
(TESCOM)
organises a free
ICT literacy and
skill integration
for Lagos state
teachers

Katsina settles
N2.5b exam
fees

19

NIGER
JAN 4
Niger govt.
captures 7,000
Almajiris

JAN 8
Osun education
stakeholders
commend
re-opening of
Baptist govt high
school, osogbo

EKITI
JAN 30
Ekiti state govt
distributes 2000
free JAMB forms
to eligible students

DEC 20

EKITI

LAGOS
JAN 10

NASARAWA

10 OSUN

JAN 20
9
NUJ commends
Gombe Gov
on education,
road construction,
others

YOBE

KADUNA
11

KEBBI
DEC 19
Buses for Kebbi
girls' schools

GOMBE
JAN 4
Back to school in
Gombe through
BESDA way

15 NASARAWA
14 YOBE

JAN 16
Yobe boosts
Education, Agric
JAN 24
Yobe selects
228 students for
Indian scholarship

JAN 20
Nasarawa
transport 832
exchange
students to 18
northern states

JAN 20
Kebbi BESDA
distributes
writing materials
to 49,000
Almajiris, trains
1,452 teachers

El-rufai approves
free primary,
secondary school
education in
Kaduna

JAN 21
Bagudu promises
to assist UNICEF
in Kebbi

JAN 21
Newly upgraded
and equipped
Ajayi Crowther
Memorial Senior
Grammar School
Library in Lagos
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AGENCY WATCH

FINANCIAL INCLUSION:
NIPOST STEPS IN WITH MONEY TRANSFER
AND AGENCY BANKING

 Dr. Ismail Adebayo Adewusi, Post Master/CEO
NIPOST

A

s Nigeria joins 54 other member-states
of the Pan African Postal Union (PAPU)
to celebrate the Pan African Postal Day,
which also marks the 40th Anniversary
of the Union, arrangements have been
concluded by the Nigerian Postal Service (NIPOST)
through its Financial Service (CBU) to step into the
huge arena of money remittances in Nigeria and
some other countries around the world.
January 18 of every year is set aside by PAPU to
highlight the significance role each country’s postal
administration plays in the economic, social, and
cultural development of countries and the regional
body’s role to promote communication facilities and
integration among member countries translating
into accessible, affordable and reliable services to
the people in the region.
With its huge presence virtually in the 774 Local
Government Areas in Nigeria, the Post in Nigeria
which has code named its operation- Bank@Post
appears to be poised with this year PAPU theme:
‘The Post- A Veritable Partner For Financial Inclusion
and Regional Integration’, joining the region to offer
postal services that is an essential part of every
country’s economic and social structure.
Financial Inclusion is the delivery of financial
service at affordable costs to section of the
disadvantaged and low income segments of the
society, in contrast to financial exclusion where
those services are not available or even affordable.
The term ‘Financial Inclusion’ gained importance
in the early 2000 as a result of findings about
‘financial exclusion, and its direct correlation to
poverty.
The appointment of NIPOST as an International
Money Transfer Operator by the Central Bank
of Nigeria (CBN) affords the Post in Nigeria to
collaborate and partner with the likes of Western
Union, Money Gram, Eurogiro to effectively offer
May-June 2020

“The Super Agency and
International Money
Transfer Operator
status of Nigerian Post
has equipped it with
technology that will not
limit it to postal corridor
only, but also aggregate
world-renowned money
transfer providers like
Western Union and Money
Gram into one NIPOST
platform”

remittances services using its outlets to be part
of over 23 billion USD that flows in and out of the
country.
The Super Agency and International Money
Transfer Operator status of Nigerian Post has
equipped it with technology that will not limit it
to postal corridor only but also aggregate world
renowned money transfer providers like Western
Union and Money Gram into one NIPOST platform.
Over the years, the Postal sector has been
providing postal financial services to people in many
countries through its Postal Saving Banks, postal and
money orders which hitherto facilitated payments
for school fees, money transfers to rural areas from
people living in towns and big cities. Since 2002, the
Universal Postal Union (UPU), the world umbrella
body for postal operations has made the access to
affordable and accessible money transfer services,
a top priority, replacing the paper money and
postal orders which postal administrations used
as standard financial instrument with a modern
electronic version based on its International
Financial System (IFS).
Today, many Postal Operators are providing a
faster, more secure and reliable financial services,
having adopted the UPU International Financial
System.
Many Postal Administrations have been able to
optimise their domestic electronic money transfer
network, thus making the financial component
of the world postal network an integral part of
global effort to develop economies, create job
opportunities, and reduce poverty.
One of the outcomes of the PPP Project is the
establishment of the National Microfinance Bank
otherwise known as the NIRSAL Microfinance
Bank to be used as reliable channel of getting
government interventions to Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs).
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Akande: APC Mediator-in-Chief

I

n January, elderstatesman, former Governor of
Osun State and first interim National Chairman
of the governing All Progressives Congress
(APC), H.E. Chief Adebisi Akande turned 81. It
is an age many will regard as a time to retire
and be tired.
Not Baba Akande as he is popularly and
fondly referred to. To borrow the words of Abe
Lemons, “The trouble with retirement is that you
never get a day off.” The foregoing summarises
Baba Akande’s continued intervention in the
polity, particularly invaluable contributions to the
growth of the APC and our great country.
On Tuesday, February 11, 2019, Baba
Akande was pulled out of his Ila-Oragun country
home and inaugurated to head the highlevel 12-member APC National Reconciliation
Committee, which was constituted by President
Muhammadu Buhari and the leadership of the
party.
For an inauguration originally scheduled for
3pm but later postponed to 7.30pm due to travel
challenges encountered by Baba Akande, the
party’s National Secretariat was full to capacity
with committee members, the National Working
Committee (NWC) staffers, the media and party
supporters waiting anxiuosly, yet patiently for
Baba Akande’s arrival.
Baba Akande finally arrived to the cheers of
many staffers and party supporters he once ably
led as Interim National Chaiman of the party.
Delivering his acceptance speech in a poetic
manner, Baba Akande declared: “We have never
been to the realms of the angels before, so we
cannot say whether they argue there or not. But,
we can know for sure that in the society of the

“I feel humbled to be
asked to be part of the
committee that will solve
this crisis. At first, I felt
trembled but when I read
the names of members of
my committee I became
emboldened and I felt
happy too, that
we are certainly
going to do
a good job
for the
progress
of this
party.”

BY EDEGBE ODEMWINGIE
imbeciles, there is no argument.
“We are neither angels nor imbeciles in the
APC. And, it was not surprising to us that as we
move along to confront the mountain of burden
of economy, insecurity, and corruption in the
country, definitely there will be a lot to argue
about. And, this may have been the cause of the
crisis we have been having here and there within
our party.
“I feel humbled to be asked to be part of the
committee that will solve this crisis. At first, I felt
trembled, but when I read the names of members
of my committee I became emboldened and I
felt happy too, that we are certainly going to do a
good job for the progress of this party.
“It is a pity I have been out of circulation for
some six years but I still remember the faces of all
of you my friends, brothers and sisters of the APC
and some of my people in the secretariat who
have welcome me here this evening.
“On behalf of the members of the
National Reconciliation Committee,
Mr. Chairman, we accept to
serve”.
The committee also
has the following as
members: Deputy
Speaker, House of
Representatives, Hon.
Ahmed Idris Wase
(Vice Chairman);
Governor of Niger
State, Abubakar Sani
Bello; Governor of
Osun State, Gboyega
Oyetola; Senate
Leader, Senator
Yahaya Abdullahi;
Sen. Umaru Tanko
Al-Makura; Sen.
Kashim Shettima;
Minister of State for
Environment, Sharon
Ikeazor; Alh. Nasiru
Aliko Koki; Sen. Khairat
Gwadabe-Abdulrazak;
Sen. Binta Garba and Sen.
John Enoh (Secretary).
The wide acceptance
of Baba Akande to head
the National Reconciliation

Committee is expected judging by his track
record as an astute administrator, father figure,
voice of reason, a grassroot politician, and an
exemplary elderstatesman who commands
respect from a wide strata of the party and
country.
Many recall fondly the efforts of Baba Akande
alongside other founding fathers in the
formation of the APC, our Change Agenda and in
entrenching progressive politics in the country.
The APC has tasked Baba Akande and other
members of the Party’s recently-constituted
National Reconciliation Committee to meet
with aggrieved party leaders and bring lasting
peace and reconciliation across party ranks. Baba
Akande will surely bring to bear his experience
and goodwill in achieving the committee’s
mandate.
For accepting to lead the Party’s
National Reconciliation
Committee, Chief Bisi
Akande is our
Progressive of the
Month.
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NAKEDREALITY

with HARUSPICE

The contradictions called
Nigerians

T

hat we are unique people is
indisputable. Only Nigerians live
in undeniable reality but still deny
their contradictions. In this clime,
almost everyone is tied to one or two
contradictions. Do you know that the reference
of northerners, southerners and easterners are
mere geographical expressions used mainly for
academic and political purposes?
In the North of Nigeria exist a lamentable
contradiction that wreck nonsense to the general
notion that the region is a monolithic entity. Do
you know that in this same north, the Fulani is
never comfortable giving out his daughter to a
Hausa man in marriage? There is an unwritten
creed that paints the Fulani as blueblood and
somehow superior to the Hausa lineage. Have you
wondered why almost all the emirs are Fulanis? In
this same north, do you know a Kanuri will hardly
permit any kind of conjugal harmony with a Margi
or Gwoza tribe of the same Borno?
Take a stroll down the central north of Nigeria
where the Ebiras are not one tribe as it looks.
Amongst the Ebiras, those found around the River
Niger are considered Anabi and therefore not
ebira enough to be integrated into the Ane Ebira
confraternity. A clan called Ihima do not enjoy
the assemblage of the Ebiras in Okene- in fact,
marriage between these two folks is like Isreal and
Palestinians agreeing to get hitched. In the same
kogi, the igalas are also defined in superiority
template. The Ibaji, Akpoto are derogatorily
looked down as second class clans with others
enjoying the blueblood labels.
Popular parody doppelganger of late Chief
Odumegwu Ojukwu in his hilarious but acidic
jab wrote about the ironic contradictions in Igbo
land, according to him, Ndi Anambra is not open
to marrying ndi Imo, it happens but rarely. Ndi
Enugu sees Ebonyi as Wawa and inferior. Ndi Imo
hates Mbaise meanwhile they are the same state.
During elections in Igbo land, there is always a
strong battle between catholic candidates and
Anglican and other churches.
In the academic community in Nigeria, it is
a written taboo to have non-indigene reigns as
Vice-Chancellor of a university sited in the state.
For example, in Makurdi, Benue State, Tiv people
took to the street in frightening riotous mood
that led to the closure of the Federal University of
Agriculture, Makurdi because the Vice-Chancellor
that was appointed at that time isn’t from the
land where the institution is located. In Ahmadu
Bello University, Zaria, 20 years ago since Prof
Daniel Saro a non-indigene reigned as VC of that

prestigious university, no non-core northerner
has climbed the exalted position. ABU is a citadel
that used to be a reference of a cosmopolitan
institution that had a Yoruba man, Professor
Akinkugbe as Vice-Chancellor. This sore reality is
applicable in all Nigerian institutions of learning
where the twin evils of religious bigotry and
ethnic chauvinism have taken grip over merit.
Nigeria was so sweet when an Igbo man could be
the Vice-Chancellor of ABU Zaria and a Hausa man
held sway as VC of University of Nigeria, Nsuka
and an Igalaman VC of UNILAG! Today, just like the
political class, the gown has been consumed by
the evil trinity of politics, ethnicity and religion.
Religiously, we are more in perilous
contradictions than the aforementioned
concerns. Nothing distorts the mental faculty
of a rational Nigerian than the issue of religion.
We can lose our bearing the moment a stringe
that connects to the cord of our religious belief
is struck. A region can lay claim to impenetrable
solidarity but religion can wreck their intimacy
in seconds. In the South West, where people are
united in the same creed of Omoluabi with proud
ancestral hold of Oduduwa, give them what goes
contrary to their religious beliefs, they go fierce in
different ways. In Osun State, the state was almost
ruined by the acidic rains of religious intolerance
that school children were dangerously pitched

Religiously, we are more
in perilous contradictions
than the aforementioned
concerns. Nothing distorts
the mental faculty of a
rational Nigerian than the
issue of religion. We can lose
our bearing the moment a
stringe that connects to the
cord of our religious belief is
struck. A region can lay claim
to impenetrable solidarity
but religion can wreck their
intimacy in seconds.

against each other. Same Yoruba speaking
brethren, same monolithic identity yet sharply
contradicted! In the North of Nigeria, the Shiites
and Sunnis are in continuous squabble as each
claiming supremacy over the other. So if a
seemingly monolithic people are this sharply
divided by same religion, one wonder where
indeed is the one Islam in the north.
These contradictions are not strange,
they are measurable realities as posited by
Chinese Philosopher, Mao Tse-tung who argued
along the line of Karl Marx that contradictions
stem from the social structure of society and
inherently lead to class conflict, economic crisis,
and eventually revolution, the existing order’s
overthrow and the formerly oppressed classes’
ascension to political power. “The dialectic
asserts that nothing is permanent and all things
perish in time.”.
By what these scholars summarized
contradictions to be, then we should brace
ourselves up that our contradictions as humans
will continue to exist. What should matter is
how we are able to manage our contradictions,
which are dangerously embedded in religious
flaws. Only a jaundiced nation worries about
religiosity and careless about industrialization.
Muslims want to Islamize Christians, Christians
want to evangelize Muslims yet none of
the warriors of these religions wants to
industrialise the nation. All the things you
use in your worship centres are produced by
Chinese who give no damn about Islam and
Christianity. Start thinking of progress and leave
religious supremacy to the Almighty to decide.
Great minds are not defined by prejudice of
time. Dangote and Otedola who are neither
Sheikh nor Pastor may make heaven before you
because they make the world better than you
do.
We ‘re too brainwashed that we spend our
productive time fighting for Sarah and Hagar.
Purge yourself of mental slavery and begin
to see yourselves first as humans before as a
Muslim or a Christian. God is more interested in
your piety and submission than your superficial
religiosity. Time we borrowed the white
man’s brain to better humanity instead of this
perennial religious fight that adds nothing to
our aspirations. In Nigeria, your intellectual merit
and moral worth are useless. While Europeans
are about to start space tourism, we are here
locked in the ruinous Shia-Sunni strife, Ametokun
imbroglio, Mbaka -Suleiman- TB Joshua
supremacy of miracles.

